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W

ow, Sebring really comes
up quick doesn’t it? It
feels like we just wrapped
up 2019 and we are off and running
again. I have a few things to let you
know about for 2020.
UMC (Miller), Monticello, Hallett
& Eagle’s Canyon

The return of some old favorites:
After being off the CR calendar for a
year, UMC (Miller), Monticello, and
Hallett are back for 2020! Also back
after an extended absence is Eagle’s
Canyon, which has a new, improved
layout since our last visit.
The ongoing war for a level
playing field:

As we continue to build out our
toolbox, don’t be surprised to see us
using dyno testing at some races in
2020. Yes, I know all the arguments
about how dyno testing is fraught
with peril. Fear not. Much as we did
a few years ago when we began data
logging, our first year will be primarily a data gathering exercise. That
said, cars that are outliers in dyno
testing will likely get a lot more old
school attention.
SFI Belts

SFI is doubling down on their
commitment to be sure we know
their belts have very little life
expectancy. They are doing this by
switching from a born on date to an
expiration date like FIA uses. The
difference is that SFI expiration dates
will be two years from date of man-
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ufacture instead of the five that FIA
uses. I think I have had toothbrushes
that lasted longer than 2 years.
Currently CR allows SFI or FIA
belts for five years from date of manufacture, but this change has put
us in an awkward spot. As the new
belts come out wearing an expiration
date, we will respect that expiration
date. And, lest you run out and buy
the last of the old SFI belts that still
have the date of manufacture, we will
likely be reducing the grandfathered
belts from 5 to 3 years. You have
been warned. Feel free to send your
comments to sfi@sfifoundation.com.
Rule change suggestions:

Our Rules Committee Chair, Walt
Fricke, does a fantastic job in a difficult role. In spite of Walt doing all
he can to advertise the period for
rule change suggestions, which runs

A Stephen
Krupnick photo
from the last
Rennsport
Reunion.
Wouldn’t
surprise me if
this youngster is
already driving
karts!

from Feb 1 to June 1 each year, we
always get a lot of input in the other
eight months from folks who never
submit suggested changes. We have
a well defined process that has served
us well for years, and by the time you
read this, the suggestion period will
be open. CRRules@pca.org. The
Rules Committee really does read
and consider every suggestion.
Take care of the folks who take
care of us

We continue to add great national
sponsors. When you get ready to
make a purchase, please just scan the
list on the back of your results sheet,
or at pcaclubracing.org/sponsors,
and give these folks a shot at your
business.
It’s going to be another great year.
See you at the track!

OVER THE LINE
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I’m sitting in the frigid northern plains as I ponder content for
my first article for the 2020 racing
season. Temperatures have been
ranging from below zero at night
to daytime highs of single digits.
And Skip tells me about their chilly
nights in San Diego that are down
into the 40s. Hummm.
Growing up in northeastern
South Dakota, I should be used
to the change of seasons and the
unpredictable winters. Alas, that’s
not the case as time marches on.
Fortunately, I have the opportunity to travel to warmer climates in
the dead of winter and, this year,
as I did last year, I’m heading to
Sebring at the end of January to
work the first race of 2020. So let’s
recap some of the Timing & Scoring issues you might bump into
over the course of the season.

As a driver, you can help T&S
prior to the event by making sure
your transponder is correctly
entered in your ClubRegistration.
net account. At the event, be sure
that you review the published practice results to make sure you’re
listed. If you are not listed on the
results, that means T&S wasn’t able
to figure out who you were on the
track. That means that you’ll be
starting from the back of the grid
for the next session until we get
you properly related.
If you have one of the X2 subscription transponders you need to
make sure your subscription is up to
date. If not, the transponder radio
won’t work and you’ll not get practice times until one of two things
happen - you either update your X2
subscription or you rent a transponder from T&S.

Transponders

Car Numbers

As I wrote in the last issue of
CRN, by far the biggest issue T&S
has to deal with at each event is
registered transponder numbers.
Either they are simply missing from
the registration data or have an
incorrect number. Usually, things
can get worked out during the first
practice session, but if there are
more than a handful of unrelated
transponders we may need the
next couple of practice sessions to
get the car numbers related to the
transponders passing over the start/
finish line.

Another crucial aspect of relating transponders to car numbers is
the ability of T&S to actually decipher your car number as it passes
over the start/finish loop. At some
events, we have the fortune to be
able to see car numbers at the slower
pit lane speeds. Sometime, like at
Sebring and Auto Club, the first
time T&S sees your car is at track
speeds. When smaller car numbers
are buried in the graphics, it takes
multiple passes for regional spotters
and T&S staff to decode the number. What might look good stand-
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ing next to the car in the paddock
can be nearly impossible to discern
from the tower.
How can you help? Try to have
as much contrast as possible and
make sure the side and front numbers are a minimum of 8 inches
high with a minimum stroke
of 1-1/2 to 2-inches (Reference
Club Racing Rules, Car Number
Requirements.)
Enduro Pit Timing

Since 2008, T&S has been timing
pit stops using GPS time sync on
all loop decoders. While a typical
GPS time signal has an accuracy of
10 nanoseconds, our receivers have
an accuracy of at least 1 microsecond which the decoders timestamp
to the thousands of a second. What
that means for pit stop timing is
that a 4:59.999 pit stop is actually
short by .001 seconds and you’ll be
black-flagged to serve a stop-and-go
penalty. My experience at the T&S
computer shows that shorting a pit
stop will cost at least 30-40 seconds in addition to serving the time
shortage. Word of advice? It’s best
to have a stop that is a few seconds
over five minutes than having to
serve the penalty to make up the
time for a short pit stop.
Occasionally we get questions
about what happens to the race
clock during red flag conditions in
an enduro. At the direction of the
race steward, Timing will record
a red flag. This does not stop the

race clock, but it should be noted
that the clock does stop for anyone
currently serving their mandatory
pit stop. It is up to the driver and
crew to watch for and note the
time of the red flag during these
pit stops as it affects the served pit
stop time. For example, if the red
flag comes out at the 3-minute mark
of your pit stop and the session goes
green 10-minutes later, you still
must serve the remaining 2-minutes
of the mandatory 5-minute pit stop.
Don’t forget that if you are sitting
on pit road, your pit stop timer
restarts at the ensuing GREEN flag
at the starter stand. A yellow flag can
be used to regroup the field prior
to the green. This yellow flag condition DOES NOT restart the pit
stop timer.)

section check the add box and list
the name of the Co-Driver. Nothing else is needed. If you want to
designate the Primary driver versus the Co-Driver, you can do that
as well. If said co-driver wasn’t
pre-registered for the event then the
additional information is required
for registration purposes: License
and Region.
By entering only data points that
are changing, we’ve tried to make
this as close as possible to “Who are
you and what do you want?”
2020 Racing Season

The upcoming year is shaping
up well. We’re going back to tracks
that we missed last year (Hallett,

Monticello, and Utah) and we’re
even going to try a 4-event weekend which is going to be tough for
T&S, but we’ll get it covered. We’re
also heading back to Eagles Canyon
after an absence of 8 years and doubling up on Sonoma in late summer
and early fall. All totaled this year’s
racing season has 28 events on the
calendar. You can find the most up
to date schedule on the website. The
direct link is https://pcaclubracing.
org/schedule/.
In spite of all the issues we face
in T&S during the first event of
the year, I’m looking forward to
Sebring. And on behalf of the T&S
crew, we hope to see you at upcoming races in 2020!

Date:
Event:

Pre-Registered: Y or N
Registrar (Approved/Initial):

Change Forms

A new change form was put in
place last year in an attempt to clarify
how changes were communicated
to the Stewards and, most importantly, T&S. It had been suggested
that the form simply state “Who are
you and what do you want?” The
compromise between the old form
and that simple question is the current version. It entails a couple of
aspects: the registered driver for the
event and what changes are needed
for any Sprint or Enduro.
The intention is to list only information that is changing from what
was registered for the event. This is
accomplished by listing that information in the top Registered Information box of the form and in
the respective boxes for Sprint or
Enduro, what needs to be added or
otherwise changed. Only the information that is changing needs to be
entered (well, except for the driver’s
name). We do need to know Who
are you after all. Each of the information boxes has a Notes field if
further clarification is needed.
A simple example would be to
add a co-driver to the Enduro.
The registered driver’s information
would be listed in the Registered
Information box and in the Enduro

Change Request Form
In the Registered Information box, enter ONLY the original registration data that is changing. Then in the Sprint and/or Enduro box, enter
ONLY the data that needs to be changed. Use the Notes field for any additional information that may help explain the change being
requested. If this request is adding a driver to the event, Name, License, and Region fields are required.

Registered Information

(what did the driver register as?)

Name:

License #:

Car #:

Run Group:

Color:

Class:

Transponder:

Year/Model:

Region:
Notes:

Sprint Race

(Only enter what needs to be changed from the Registered Information above .)

Add

License:

Change

Region:

Primary Driver:

Transponder:

Co-Driver:
Car #:
Color:
Year/Model:

Enduro

Notes:

Run Group:
Class:

(Only enter what needs to be changed from the Registered Information above .)

Add

Change

License:

Primary Driver:

Region:

Co-Driver:
Car #:
Color:
Year/Model:

Transponder:
Notes:

Run Group:
Class:

Signature Approvals (required)
Driver:

Additional Information:
Cell Phone

Steward:
Timing:
Ver. 2019.11.26
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up, it’s January. There’s a lot
of changes with the first issue
of CRN each year: advertisers
change, new contingencies, the race
schedule, new rules and much more.
Locally, my wife Suesan and I will
head up to LA (from San Diego) for
the second of three weekends in a
row. Last Saturday was our monthly
breakfast meeting. For a region of
about 600 members, having 100+
show up is pretty great.
This coming weekend is our twice
annual Zone 8 President’s meeting,
which is accompanied by the first
Zone Concours of the year and
annual Awards Banquet, all being
held at the Long Beach Hilton.
Suesan, besides being co-chair for
our Club Race at Auto Club Speedway with Tom Brown, is coordinating this weekend’s functions as well
as being the banquet MC. Our house
usually looks like a PCA staging area.
The following weekend we’re
headed to Palos Verdes to support
one of our sponsors, Pelican Parts,
who is hosting a Coffee & Cars
event. We understand that Pelican
attracts a lot of younger, non-PCA
Porsche owners, so we’re hoping to
tap into some of that in addition to
supporting one of our locals. Wayne
Dempsey, a Grand Prix Region
member, founded Pelican and has
done an incredible job. The DIY
forums alone are amazing.
Not that January isn’t already
kinda full, that last weekend we’ll be
in Sebring for our first Club Race.
We get to double up in Florida. Sue-
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san’s favorite cousin has a home in
the Naples area, so we’ll head there
for a few days after Sebring. It’s a
great time of year to visit Florida.
I’m sure it is similar for those of
you living East of the Rockies relative to West Coast events. The
Amelia Island Concours (and Werks
Reunion) have been on my list for
ages. Well, this March I’m finally
going to make it out there. Suesan has projects that will keep her
at home (like babysitting our 16
month old grandson), so my sister
Connie (another key member of the
Auto Club event management team)
and her husband, Don (a definite
Porsche lover) will be at Amelia. I’m
using that opportunity to return to
San Diego via Newark, where I’ll
get to visit my oldest daughter, Kim,
who relocated there last year.
I’m sure glad that retirement hasn’t
turned out to be boring
I’m also the region Performance
Driving Chair. Our twice annual
Day Away from Work DE at Streets
of Willow will be coming up in
March. We’ve been doing this event
for about 20 years, always on a Monday. We discovered that many find it
easier to take a day off work (Monday) than a day away from family,
home chores, etc.
The Grand Prix region brings up
more novice DE drivers and instructors than any region in our zone, so
the Sunday before Day Away we are
conducting our sixth DE Instructor
Training in the last ten years, using
a large parking lot at the local minor

league baseball stadium in Lancaster
(15 minutes away from Willow
Springs). It’s pretty convenient, and
we find that combining these into a
2-day event draws more people. And
our newly trained instructors get to
practice their techniques the very
next day.
If you don’t know it, Lancaster (the
Antelope Valley) just north of LA is
also the home of Edwards Air Force
Base and many other aerospace organizations, like Scaled Composites.
I’ve received a little (OK, one)
comment questioning why I use
this column for more local, non
Club Racing events. The truth is,
this column is one of the last things
I do each issue, and I use it as kind
of a wind down and just do a brain
dump, relaxing write up.
This is the start of my 6th year as
CRN editor. The thing I noticed last
year was that it has gotten much easier to get you guys to submit articles.
That has always been the hardest part
of this job for me, so I really appreciate your willingness to jump in. I’m
not a great writer, and am a lousy
interviewer, but I am a decent editor.
A few of you are worse writers than
me, but don’t let that stop you. I am
pretty good at cleaning up stuff. ALL
OF YOU HAVE A STORY and, as
you can see in these pages, I like to
print them as much as others like to
read them. So, don’t be bashful!
PS: I want to thank Richard Baron
for his work and support making this
magazine what it has become.

PROTECT EVERYTHING.
CERAMIC COATING | PAINT PROTECTION FILM | WINDOW TINT

FIND A FACTORY TRAINED
INSTALLER AT
XPEL.COM/LOCATOR

Thinking About Rules
WA LT F R I C K E

Rules
A staple of the quarterly Rules article has been to emphasize the importance of the rules cycle. The proposal
period opens February 1st of each
year for the following year’s rules. It
ends June 1. By mid-July the Rules
Committee publishes (by e-mail
these days) the proposals it deems
worthy of pursuing to get racer
comment, and the comment period
ends mid-August. In mid-October
the Committee publishes the rules
changes to be adopted.
This basic cycle has been in effect
since the beginning of Club Racing,
or almost. More recently a two week
period, ending roughly November 1,
was added in case there were technical problems with the rules changes,
like typos (always a possibility), or
some previously unnoticed fundamental issue, like some change was
basically impossible, or the parts
were no longer available, or the like
- not an opportunity to make the
arguments which should have been
made during the comment period
or a second bite at the apple. In the
main this system has worked well.
This time it didn’t.
A proposal was made to allow the
GTC4, 5, and 6 Cup car classes
to add ABS. The GTC3s all came
with ABS, and adding ABS was
allowed for GTC7 (991.2) cars
for 2019 because IMSA required
it for its Masters class, and racers
with those cars were very much in
favor of allowing it for the PCA
class, which by early 2018 was only
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TECHNICAL & RULES

Pro & Club Motorsports
Insurance Programs
Insurance Office of America (IOA) is proud to
introduce its Motorsports Insurance Program.
As a provider in all 50 States and most foreign
countries, this exclusive new program is designed
for most operations associated with Pro or
Club Motorsports. The coverage forms for the
Motorsports Program are broad with a tailored
approach for unique coverage circumstances.

really one year old. This proposal
had merit, partly on the potential
to save the cost of flatspotting tires
(or worse, repairing car damage),
and partly on its potential to create
a bit of “herd immunity” (like vaccines for infectious diseases) for the
Cup level run group at the big races
to reduce the number and severity
of multi-car pile ups during races.
These affect everyone in the run
group. At Road America in 2019
one race had a multi car crash on
the first lap. With only two flatbeds
available, clearing the mess took so
long that that race was canceled.
Long double yellows or red/black
flag situations reduce racing time
and can spoil the fun for everyone.
So it was published for comment.
Only two comments arrived at
the “crrules@pca.org” or “rules@
pcaclubracing.org” mailbox (the
two are linked, and forwarded to
each Rules Committee member)
by mid-August. Both supported
the proposal. Additional support
has come from driving coaches and

shops supporting Cup level cars.
Here is one:
I believe allowing ABS would create a much safer race environment
for many reasons. ABS systems do
not offer a significant competitive
advantage, more of a Safety Net
when needed.
Cup cars were developed for a one
make professional race series. Typically, professional level drivers and
single class racing. Naturally, these
cars trickle down to Club level racing
with Gentlemen drivers and multi
class racing. Consequently creating
a more vulnerable environment.
IMSA has required ABS systems for
their Masters drivers having recognized the need. Most PCA Racers
share a common demographic with
IMSA Masters drivers.
ABS is most beneficial under
adverse track conditions or panic
situations. Several significant pile
ups have occurred because of spontaneous adverse weather conditions
or panic situations created by close
pack racing early in a race. When

Let our experience team of consultants evaluate your
insurance needs to take control of long-term risk
management costs.
Products offered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shop/Auto Coverage
Business Personal Property
Building Coverage
Business Income & Extra Expense
Owners & Sponsors
No Coinsurance
Loss Based on Agreed Value Basis
Electronic Data
Motorsports Events
Contingent/Prize Indemnity

UNDERWRITING INFORMATION REQUIRED:
• Motorsports Applications
• Current Loss Runs 5 Years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race Owners & Sponsors Liability
Foreign Liability
Excess Limits Liability
Workers’ Compensation
Off Track & Storage
Special Events
Business Insurance
Commercial Automobile
Garage Keepers Liability
On-Track Physical Damage

•

Copy of Contracts/Sponsorship
Agreements
Workers’ Compensation Experience
Modification

•

For more information and to request an application call 407.212.3542
or email motorsports@ioausa.com

wheels become locked the driver no
longer has control of the car. ABS
will allow drivers to maintain control. Granted, ABS won’t eliminate
incidents, although it will help minimize occurrence and intensity of
incidents.
Our experience is that most crash
damage exceeds the cost of an ABS
system. Not to mention all of the
other ramifications that go along
with crashes.
The ABS system issue is fairly
unique to Cup cars because all other
stock class cars have had ABS since
1989. An ABS system is simply
another layer of safety, not dramatically different than roll cages, safety
harnesses, fuel cells, race seats, etc..
I would note that while professional racers usually get into the ABS
only in “panic” situations due to
what has happened ahead of them,
and don’t see it as an advantage otherwise, it is pretty much uncontested
that ABS is an advantage at every
skill level in the wet.
So the October 2019 publication
said the Bosch Motorsports ABS
would be allowed in all these Cup
classes. If nobody cared to oppose
this, ought not it to be adopted?
Some racers asked if they should
order an ABS to have a lot of time
to get it in before Sebring. But at
Daytona a bit later (where all four
rules committee members were
present), it was clear from the racers there that there was quite a lot
of opposition from GTC4 and 5
racers. And then the e-mails started
rolling in. Club Race Chair West
Dillard decided we should open
this subject up for a formal one
week further comment period.
And we got lots of comments. The
997.1 and 997.2 Cup drivers who
wrote in were opposed by a substantial margin, and these included
most of the front runners in these
two classes. The 991.1 drivers who
responded were unanimous in
approving allowing ABS in GTC6.
Comments from those not currently in those classes were mixed,
though informative.
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The opposition was pretty passionate, stressing the cost of adding ABS,
the performance advantage it would
give those who installed it, and the
general GTC philosophy of not
changing anything, and the availability of GTA. These are all important
considerations. And many were not
persuaded that this change would
reduce the problematic incidents,
which admittedly is not at the level
of the benefit to all of vaccinations
for everyone.
So the final rule was for no change
(ABS not allowed) in GTC4 an
GTC5, but allowed for 2020 in
GTC6.
To be fair to those who opposed the
changes, it appears that one e-mail in
opposition was sent in during the
initial comment period. A GTC4
racer stated his opposition, circulated
it to his class friends to attach their
“me too’s”, and sent it in. Through
some glitch in the e-mail system, it
never got to any member of the Rules
Committee.
So the point here is: 1) Pay attention
to the e-mails from PCA CR on proposed rules changes. 2) Send in your
views on proposed changes you care
about one way or the other within
the allotted time period. 3) Just in
case, even though you know someone
has expressed your views well, send in
a “me too” independently.
Some have wondered what the
criteria are for changes to the GTC
rules. The fundamental criteria really
haven’t changed since year two of
the class: a presumption against any
change from the original Carrera Cup
Germany rules, and very strong support from the racers. If the opposition
to this proposal had been known at
the end of the comment period, ABS
for 4 and 5 would not have appeared
in the list of 2020 changes.
When parts become NLA for these
cars, approval of substitutes is virtually automatic - at least when someone notifies the Rules Committee.
But other changes have been made
on occasion, with strong majority
support. The 996 Cup owners back
when got the cars Porsche sold to

run in some series other than in Germany OKed for GTC3. This led to
gear ratios being close to free in that
class. In 2003, a lot of attention was
paid to the BBS rims on those Cups.
Those the cars came with had the
rim bolts and nuts facing one way,
and the replacement rims BBS sold
had them facing the other way. Much
scrutineering attention was paid to
this until a rule change was proposed
and adopted. The rules contain at
least sixteen allowed changes, with
more as the class ages. GTC4 cars
are allowed any adjustable shock, and
may change brake master cylinders.
There was a lot of support for those,
and good reasons for them. But they
do not reflect a “never change anything” approach.
As an example of something which
has never changed, spring rates are
specified in the German series rules,
so you can’t change rates. The 996
Cup owners early on complained
that the springs were too stiff for
the bumpier US race tracks, but
that requirement has never changed.
Something to think about if your car
doesn’t have those spring rates. This
can be tricky stuff: Porsche’s Cup
parts manual sometimes lists several
options for parts, like gears. That
just means Porsche would sell them
to you and they would fit. It doesn’t
mean that the Carrera Cup Germany
allowed those parts.
There are good reasons to allow
ABS, and good reasons not to allow
it. This particular change for GTC4
and 5 is unlikely to come up again
soon, but there will be other proposals affecting one or another of the
GTC classes in the future. Responses
from racers are the only way to gauge
support and opposition - same as
with all other change proposals. So
(and this applies to all classes) read
the proposals when they come out,
and comment early, and often if you
want, on ones which affect your class,
or where you have something to help
guide the decision. The Rules Committee pays attention to comments,
but to date has had no mind readers
in its ranks.

Preparation
Preparation for an event always
starts after the last event. The bulk
of car and equipment preparation
should be done after the last event
and well in advance of the upcoming
event you plan to run.
The reason for this is as you start
doing your preparation and find
something like a bent suspension
link or worn clutch that may take
time to fix or just order the part, you
will have time to get the part and
install correctly without rushing. If
you wait until the week before your
event to begin preparation and discover something, it may cause you to
miss the event or rushing to fix it and
having a failure at the track.
I like the saying “Why put off
something until tomorrow that you
can do today” instead of “Why do
something today that you can put off
until tomorrow.” I guess being a Boy
Scout (Be Prepared) had something
to do with it, but almost all that
credit does to my dad. I remember
something that made a huge impression on me during my first couple of
years racing. I ran a Formula Ford in
SCCA. At Daytona, for my first time,
one of my competitors was Harvey
Templeton. He was 74 years old and
a retired botanist. He had designed
and built his own FF and it was the
fastest one in the country. He and his
wife towed the car on an open trailer
behind a station wagon that looked
older than him. I remember them
driving up, unloading the car and
sitting in their lounge chairs. After
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each session when Harvey came in,
he would fill the car with gas and
sit back in his lounge chair. He had
done all of his prep work at home
before the event.
So many people come to the track
not prepared and the event is always
a panic trying to fix little things that
keep failing or new things that were
not set up before. If you have a data
system or new in-car camera, be sure
it’s setup, firmware updated, charged
and working before the event. Be
sure the data system and camera
have the GPS start/finish coordinates in for the track you are driv-

ing. I can’t tell you how many times
I have gone to coach a driver and we
miss the first session or two from lack
of preparation. I started bringing my
own camera to put in when coaching
so I would be sure to have video after
the first session.
Make a checklist, save it to your
computer and print it out before
each event. Tape it to the windshield of the car (or somewhere if
you don’t have a windshield). Then
check things on the car from the
list and cross off each item after it’s
done. Things like nut/bolt, alignment, oil inspect/change, brake sys-

Potomac region’s Dave Coleman in his West Virginia shop.
Thanks for the ride Dave. Skip
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tem inspect, wheel studs, etc. Then
during an event, add items to the
list as you realize things you forgot
(like charge the video camera, add
the track GPS start/finish to camera
and data system, top fluids, anything
specific to the car you are driving).
You will eventually have a list that,
if you follow, will make the event
much easier and enjoyable.
There are plenty of people at the
track who will help if you get in a
bind. There are a lot of professional
shops with endless knowledge and
expertise that can help get you going
and guide you forward. They don’t
mind helping, but don’t take advantage of them. Preparation and track
support is their business, be respectful of that. You can always offer to
pay them. Don’t come to the track
expecting someone else to do what
you didn’t plan for. We all have
things that happen unexpectedly,
and everyone is willing to help in
those situations.
In the off season the car needs to
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be gone over in more detail than
between races. This is the time to
take more components off, inspect,
clean and reinstall them. Look for
cracks, fatigue, etc. Clean everything
thoroughly so inspections can be
accurate. Inspect wiring for frayed
wires or loose connections. Does
the seat feel good or does it need
to be adjusted or padding added or
adjusted? Mirrors OK? Good time
for those modifications we didn’t
have time to do during the season.
Do the shocks need to be sent off for
rebuilding? Does the engine or drive
train need attention? Things do wear
out and don’t last forever. Don’t wait
until it fails to attend to it.
The equipment we use needs
attention as well. This is a good time
to inspect all the tools and power
items we use. Look for cracks or bad
connections in air hoses. Rebuild air
guns, replace power tool batteries
that are weak, oil air tools or any that
require it. Be sure laptops are in good
working order and have the latest

version of software needed. Replace
those hand tools that are not in good
condition. Inspect jacks for oil leaks.
Go through everything you use and
make sure it is in good working order
and will last a season with very little
maintenance. Clean everything well.
If you have a team that prepares
and transports your car then you are
fortunate. You don’t need to be concerned about the above other than
noticing if the team is doing all of
it or are there failures in equipment
of cars or equipment because of lack
of attention to it. If you can afford
to have a professional shop take care
of you car you can focus on driving
and not car/equipment preparation.
You will drive better and enjoy the
experience more.
Spencer Cox
This is dedicated to Spencer Cox,
owner of Speedsport Tuning whom
we lost just before Thanksgiving.
Thank you Spencer, for giving the
sport so much.

Register at: http://register.pca.org

Dates
Region/Zone
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Event
Additional info

Event Contact

Jan 30-Feb 2, 2020
48 Hours at Sebring*
Suncoast Florida/Gold Coast

Dan Smithyman
954.224.4717
dansmithyman@bellsouth.net

Feb 28 – Mar 1
Circuit of the Americas*
Lone Star, Hill Country & Maverick Clubsport, 944Cup West

Tuffy von Briesen 703.980.4839
president@hcrpca.org

Mar 20 - 22
Whiskey Bay

NOLA

Mar 28 - 29
Golden Gate

Buttonwillow

Apr 3 - 5
Peachstate

Road Atlanta*

944Cup East & West

John Crosby 504.909.2767
jlcrosby@crosbydevelopment.com

944Cup West

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

West Coast Series

Clubsport, 944Cup East, Triple Trofeo

Mike Hopper 770.330.6282
Hopperm993@gmail.com

Apr 24 - 25
Lime Rock Park
Connecticut Valley
Vintage, 944Cup East

Mark Lewis 203.767.3083
clubracedirector@cvrpca.org

Apr 25 - 26
Zone 8

Auto Club Speedway
944Cup West, West Coast Series

Tom Brown 760.505.3286
Tb911@tbsoftware.net

Apr 25 - 26
Golden Gate

Thunderhill

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

Apr 25 - 26
Kansas City

Heartland Motorsports Park
944Cup West

David Stadtmueller 816.510.4832
porschekc@gmail.com

May 15 - 17
Mid Ohio

Mid Ohio*

944Cup East, Triple Trofeo

Chip Henderson 614.491.0150
club.race@morpca.org

May 29 - 31
Zone 1

Watkins Glen*

Clubsport, 944Cup East

Pete Tremper 609.221.3854
tremper9146@aol.com

May 22 - 24
Golden Gate

Laguna*

944Cup West, West Coast Series

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

May 30 - 31
Great Plains

Hastings

944Cup West

Joe Chambers 402.250.7032
gprpres@gmail.com

Jun 6 - 7
Intermountain

Utah Motorsports Campus
944Cup West, West Coast Series

Bob Jones 801.718.1901
rbj87911@gmail.com

June 19 - 21
Zone 2

VIR*

Clubsport, Vintage, 944Cup East

Phil Grandfield 757.635.0892
Filthyf14@yahoo.com

July 10 - 12

Monticello*

Clubsport, Vintage, 944Cup East

Christopher Karras 610.972.4347
ClubRace@rtr-pca.org

July 25 - 26
Nord Stern

Brainerd*
944Cup East

Jul 31 – Aug 2
Upper Canada

CTMP (Mosport)*
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944Cup West, West Coast Series

Dan Petchel 609.298.2277
carsinc@comcast.net

Aug 14 - 16
Schattenbaum

NJMP*

Aug 29 - 30
Golden Gate

Sonoma Raceway
944Cup West, West Coast Series

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

Sep 5 - 7
Chicago

Road America*

Clubsport, 944Cup East, Triple Trofeo

Keith Clark 630.514.5937
kc_design@sbcglobal.net

Sep 18 - 20
Potomac

Summit Point*

Vintage, 944Cup East Championship

Pat Kaunitz 410.486.1456
pat@pcapotomac.org

944Cup West, West Coast Series

Doug Bartlett 970.214.7279
doug@dbartletts.net

Sep 19 - 20
High Plains*
Rocky Mountain

944Cup East

Sep 26 - 27
Golden Gate

Thunderhill Raceway
944Cup West, West Coast Series

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

Oct 3 - 4
Cimarron

Hallett

Jon Jones 918.740.7951
Jonesjon843@gmail.com

Oct 10 - 11
Golden Gate

Sonoma Raceway
944Cup West, West Coast Series

James McClelland 925.286.2336
mcclelland.ggr@gmail.com

Oct 17 - 18
Maverick

Eagles Canyon Raceway*
944Cup West

David Hodges
clubrace@mavpca.org

Oct 23 - 25
Zone 12

Daytona*

944Cup West Championship

944Cup East

* Indicates an Enduro

Dave Sorenson 952.807.1414
dsorenson@leancultureinc.com
944Cup East

Terry Cassan 613.848.1301
tcassan@interlog.com
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POTOMAC CLUB RACE 2019
STORY BY DONNA AMICO FROM DER VORGÄNGER, PHOTOS: MIA WALSH, KEN HILLS & DAVID SPOHN

P

CA Potomac held our 28th
annual PCA Potomac club race
on September 20-22. Since
we’ve been doing this since 1992
(the beginning), we have a wee-bit of
experience in planning and hosting.
PCA Club Racing is always thrilling, but when it’s organized by your
own region and held on your home
circuit, it adds a bit of pomp and
circumstance which doesn’t exist
at other events. Combine this with
the celebration of 50 years of racing
at Summit Point Motorsports Park,
which held its first race in the fall of
1969, and a true celebratory experience was had by all.
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For those of you who have organized a club race, you understand the
amount of work which goes into it.
To ensure that over 150 racers, their
crews, families and guests and over
130 volunteers walk away from an
event with smiles is not an easy task
to achieve. However, PCA Potomac
Club Race Co-Chairs, Pat Kaunitz
and Donna Amico, continue to raise
the bar even higher each year. 2019
was no exception.
The racing weekend featured three
sprint run groups plus a vintage
group for 1989 or older air-cooled
Porsches. The regular classes held
two 30-minute races on Saturday

and a 90-minute enduro Sunday. The
vintage group had three 30-minute
races, two on Saturday and one on
Sunday.
In addition, we were thrilled to be
chosen for the location of the 944
Cup National Championship Race,
the last Saturday race, and included
SP1, SP2 and SP3 classes. One of
our own, Robbie Wilson, Potomac’s
SP2 driver extraordinaire, walked
away with that class championship
(not bad for a 22 year old kid whom
we have witnessed literally grow up
in Potomac’s paddocks). Meanwhile
SP1 winner, Mike Mallais (Upper
Canada Region), and SP3 winner,

JANUARY - MARCH 2020
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Ed Dunne (Chicago Region), took
home the national championship
trophies to their proud regions.
We know it’s all about the racing,
but Potomac likes to make its events
stand out. Porsche Club of America’s
motto It’s not just the cars. It’s the people, lives proud and strong in Potomac.
We had over 40 local sponsors help
us achieve this mark of excellence by
providing support for dinners, happy
hours, wine, racer and volunteer
gifts, and even a shaved ice truck.
In addition, we partnered for the
second year in a row to a charity that
hits very close to home: the Erin Levitas Foundation. This foundation was
formed by the family of PCA Club
and professional racer, Mike Levitas,
who has been a Potomac member
for decades. After raising $14,000
last year for the foundation named
after his daughter, we doubled that
for 2019 with over $29,000 through
silent auctions, Laps for Charity
and direct donations. The funds go
towards programs to educate youth
and prevent sexual violence. For
info, see https://erinlevitas.org.
Continuing the theme “about the
people”, Potomac also held a missing
persons honor lap for a young and
promising female racer, Sara Edge,
who was killed in a traffic accident
shortly after returning from the Road
America PCA Club Race. Porsche
professional racer and coach, Randy
Pobst, was particularly close to Sara
and reached out to his many contacts
with a request to honor young Sara.
Finally, PCA Potomac was Bryan
Henderson’s last race as a PCA Steward. Bryan has volunteered his time
for over 20 years for PCA Racing and
we were honored he chose our race as
the last of his career. Mike Hoke, the
lead Steward for our race, presented
Bryan with a plaque to commemorate all of Bryan’s contribution and
service to the PCA Club Racing program. Thank you, Bryan!
As we start the new year, our volunteers are already well into the planning
stages of our club race in September.
We hope you join us and add Potomac’s race to your event calendar!
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Top: The Missing Man lap honoring Sara Edge, killed in an auto
accident returning from the Road America club race
Middle: Mike Levitas
Bottom: Just a small group of key volunteers
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declare “long on the tooth,” the 944
contingent answers with racecar preservation and development, in back
yards and local shops alike, with vendors providing resources for uniquely
engineered parts. Just look at those
SP3 wings and how much better
those cars stick to the pavement.
Many original buyers of front
engined Porsches, flared sides, and
hatchbacks failed to maintain their
cars in healthy condition. In contrast, those raced by PCA uphold
the manufacturer’s vision to “form
a unity” between the past and the
future in order to produce “fascinating products.” Many are often
handed off from enthusiast to enthusiast to prolong their active lives. In
fact, the championship itself brought
out a record number of fans, including more than a handful bringing
out examples of 944 “survivors.”
The Situation Coming In

REDEFINING HISTORY

The largest talent pool came in
SP3, home to the least-vintage, most

powerful front-engine Porsches, a
class where the different 944 S2, 944
Turbo, and 968 models are leveled for
performance by weight, from the S2
at the lightest to the 968 at close to
curb weight. With strong ABS, aero
packages, and wide tires, this class
(previously known as 944 Super Cup)
is “GT racing” for the hatchback set.
Ken Agena and Erik Winberg
came to the national event from
the 911-GT realm, dropping some
horsepower to steer a 1989 S2 and
a 1992 968, respectively. Agena is a
mainstay in the North chapter with
podiums at Lime Rock and Mosport,
while Winberg garnered wins at
Hastings and Brainerd.
A Milwaukee region member
who joined PCA in 1992, Winberg
has gone around the bend in SP3
twice, with stints in GT1 and GTA2
in between. As remarkable as that
seems, Winberg’s flexibility to cockpit started early, with E Production
racing in a 914-4 under SCCA, a
foray into shifter karts, and shar-

ing a 911S with wife Susan in DE
before he opened the door to the
more recent models. As a lesson that
carries over to the 968, Winberg says
“the early 911 teaches you throttle,”
harkening back to the days when lifting off the gas made those old-time
911s spin. Today, he explains that a
few modifications to braking zones,
an adjustment from PDK to a manual transmission – and a host of new
tracks are all that’s needed to remove
any bother about the transition from
rear to front engine. Plus, you can
reduce costs with 944 Cup racing.
Who says a 911 and 944 driver can’t
be the same person?
The midwesterners were joined by
Ed Dunne and Denny Hiffman, a
pair of Chicago veterans having 375
races between them. At the helm of a
968 Firehawk, Dunne again featured
in the South and Midwest points;
and Hiffman was going for a fourpeat on the big stage.
Comprised of normally aspirated
944s with allowable modifications,

THE 2019 944 CUP CHAMPIONSHIP
STORY BY PATTI MASCONE, PHOTOS BY MIA WALSH, KEN HILLS & DAVID SPOHN

W

hen 944 Cup racers began
their 2019 campaign
at Sebring, grabbing a
national title seemed well beyond
the airport’s horizon during a balmy
February sunset. Mid Ohio hit the
calendar in May, and the Midwest
chapter drivers looked ahead to a
manageable schedule of four races.
When summer arrived, grabbing
that championship became more
than a possibility. The goal was clear,
one more penultimate sprint in September at the track where 944 Cup
originated, Summit Point, before the
tracks go cold in the Blue Ridge foothills and elsewhere.
Whether one’s steed was scraping
by on generously heat-cycled tires
with some of the year’s bumps and
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bruises still evident in the sheet metal,
or riding high on glossy paint and
wings made of fiberglass or carbon
fiber, everything old was new again.
The Championship Format

The 944 Cup series features two
distinct ways to earn trophies, the
first being through points by region
– North, South, Southwest, and
Midwest. And, at the national level,
a single head-to-head 20+ lap feature
for all the marbles at season’s end,
regardless of points.
In Summit Point’s 50th year, the
944 Cup returned to its 2002 origin. Fittingly, it was a showcase of
historic Porsches enjoying a resurgence. Their model years originating
36 years ago, a group of 32 front-en-

gine Porsches joined a cadre of even
more vintage 911s to comprise the
majority of the event’s line up, albeit
in separate races. Certainly, the roads
traveled by Porsche fans coming into
944 Cup are as varied as the brand
itself. As you’ll see a glimpse below,
one could say without a winding
road, you’d never get to 944 Cup.
When the 944 is questioned as
a “down-market, under-powered
Porsche with the wrong drive train,”
PCA family responds with room for
the entire continuum – from the
current crop of racing 944s to the
premium DSC Sport/TPC Racing
GT2RSx that GTA3-pilot and shop
owner Michael Levitas showed off
during parade laps to benefit the Erin
Levitas Foundation. When naysayers

MARC H. MILLER

CLU®, ChFC®, RIA®
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120 BROADWAY, 37TH FLOOR | NEW YORK, NY 10271
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Strategies for Wealth is not an affiliate or subsidiary of PAS or Guardian. Guardian, its subsidiaries, agents, and employees do not provide tax, legal, or accounting advice. Consult your tax, legal, or accounting professional regarding your individual situation. 2017-37627 Exp. 3/19
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SP2 remains dominated by Mid-Atlantic drivers, yet the championship
remained up for grabs. The local roster included Potomac members Josh
Vieira (defending last year’s title),
Robbie Wilson, and David Mann,
plus Riesentoter’s James Rothenburger. Wilson and Rothenburger
came into Nationals neck and neck,
with Rothenburger consistently on
the North podium, but Wilson having more wins. These popular models drive well into and out of corners,
particularly sweeping curves, but
may suffer from understeer, polar
moments, and brake lock-up.
It could be that the SP1 racecars
have the most defined specifications,
meaning they lean close together
due to the narrow tire patch (225s
all around); or perhaps, the drivers
just make the most out of limitations
to create close racing. As practice
opened for the championship weekend, eyes were on John Torgersen – a
veteran who has dabbled in all three
Cup categories – and Larry Helm.
Meanwhile, Peachstate’s Thomas
Crookston hoped to take his 20-race
resumé (largely on big tracks) to
victory on a new, perhaps momentum-killing course.
Knocking on the door was 944
Cup newcomer Mike Kelly, a transfer from NASA’s 944Spec, hoping to
make an unannounced SP1 surprise.
Kelly’s history began with PCA 12
years ago after purchasing a 2001
911 Turbo. “When it comes to the
car culture and the automotive community, you could say I get around,”
says Kelly. Since the 1970s this car
aficionado has done a lot, from
working with land-speed and SCCA
teams developing cars to performing
“the first and most comprehensive
wind tunnel testing” on that 240Z.
In 2018, the Virginia native took
to the pavement in a track-equipped
944 previously owned by Starla

Top: Mike Mallais SP1
Middle: Mike Kelly SP1
Bottom: Robbie Wilson SP2
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Phelps. Nicknamed “Petunia,” this
car took Mike Kelly to this year’s
NASA Mid-Atlantic 944Spec points
championship. As Petunia went
from garnet red to Corvette orange
metallic, it was a larger participation
rate that drew Kelly to PCA for the
2019 944 Cup regional and national
event at Summit Point.
The Track

Because Summit Point is known
for two firsts (hosting the second ever
PCA club race in 1992 and the inaugural 944 Cup event in 2002) the
track was well known to many drivers.
The nuances of this 10 turn course
make it hard for a racer to find rhythm.
Just when your momentum gets
going, an ill-timed uphill or change in
direction upsets that forward motion.
In the rhythmic parts there’s no time
to breathe. Then, once you have taken
a breath, the downhill Chute tests
your comfort, the heavy braking zone
at Turn 5 tests your equilibrium and
the racecar’s mettle. For those up to
the challenge, some rare skills can be
shown to grab a podium spot.
The race start at Summit is critical
and, for lower horsepower cars, a contradiction. “Passing in a momentum
car takes patience,” Kelly explains.
“Timing faster cars and using them
to draft and help me was a part of
my strategy, as well as getting them
around me in clean air before critical
slow corners.”
Winberg, towing from Wisconsin,
took advantage of Thursday’s test
day to get comfortable with a track
not originally on his schedule. This
long-distance visitor soon learned it’s
vital to carry speed not only through
Turn 3, perhaps his favorite turn, but
also Turn 10, which is followed by a
long velocity-building straightaway.
“Perhaps ignorance is bliss but I was
ready to focus on competing by Saturday’s national feature.

Top: Josh Vieira SP2
Middle: K. Palmer SP2
Bottom: Rob Branthover SP3

time for a
tire change?
See for yourself why PCA SPC drivers
chose Hankook to be their spec tire
with special discount codes that
are exclusively for PCA members
order online at hankookmotorsports.com
email info@hankookmotorsports.com
Call 1-800-287-5013
text 1-305-809-0356
fb ig @hankookmotorsports

WWW.HANKOOKMOTORSPORTS.COM
10% off all slicks with code

pcaslick10
prices below are before discount

size
235/620R17
240/640R18
250/640R18
260/660R18
280/650R18
280/660R18

$50 off a set (4 tires) of
z214 dot tires with code

pcadot50
prices below are before discount

Size
205/50ZR15
225/45ZR15
225/45ZR17
245/40ZR17

$
$165
$175
$190
$210

size
275/40ZR17
245/35ZR18
275/35ZR18
315/30ZR18*

$
$225
$240
$250
$295

*coming soon!
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$
$325
$355
$360
$375
$450
$455

Size
300/660R18
300/680R18
320/710R18
250/650R19
300/680R19
320/710R19

$
$485
$490
$495
$515
$525
$535

Run for the Championship

The green flag was soon greeted
with the retirement of polesitter Travis Bedson (SP3) Then it was on to
the business at hand, except not so
much for Winberg. Not only had his
rear glass shattered in the paddock
before qualifying, the smell of burning oil alerted him to a leak, causing
an early exit after eight laps.
The SP3 podium was sorted out
as Ed Dunne took the lead, Hiffman
chasing from third and unable to
improve. This relative certainty was
clinging by a slippery thread. As the
final laps clicked off, the wide-bodies
were testing ABS limits into Turn 1,
drifting into Turn 10’s marbles, and
coming close to the sand in Turn 3. If
there had been another lap or two, the
finishing order could have easily been
different. Looking at a fourth-place
position during his shortened outing,
Winberg’s conclusion remains positive: “Hanging with Denny gives me
great confidence for next year.”
By race time, the SP2 grid was also
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down, as Josh Vieira retired during
practice. Then, at some point during
the largely green race, some competitors probably hoped for a restart to
close up the normally aspirated 944s.
That’s because Wilson, who was
already gridded near the front, went
forward on the green flag and safely
kept himself entrenched between
SP3 racers on his way to a national
win. Meanwhile, another Canadian,
Bryson Cook, took a cool head, plus
his 944’s head of steam, up 14 places
for third on his first visit to the Point.
Based on practice times, the SP1
race was between the two Mikes: Kelly
and Mallais from Upper Canada.
Unfortunately, “I had a horrible
start during the final race and wasn’t
keeping pace,” Kelly admits. The
resulting gap left him no choice but
to “dig out of a five-second hole in
catching Mallais.” Behind this separation, other 944 drivers went fourwide down the Chute in attempts
to hold ground at the critical early
juncture. Alas, when the orange 944

caught the silver 1983 of Mallais,
Kelly’s 85.5 version was running out
of gas, forcing the chaser to conserve.
Just off a qualifying time of 1:28.9,
Kelly’s 1:29 laps on mandated DOT
Toyos illustrate that clean and consistent is fast.
Although Mallais faded under Kelly’s pressure, the former 2012 Canada 944 Super Cup champ expanded
on his “ses victoires” to take home
the national, or let’s say continental,
SP1 championship.
National Winners:

SP1: Michael Mallais
SP2: Robbie Wilson
SP3: Edward Dunne
For full results on line, including car models and individual lap
times, refer to: https://racehero.
io/events/2019-rock-the-summit/
results/1073741881. To see 2019
chapter winners and the all-time 944
Cup Champions wall, go to: http://
www.44cup.com.
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FROM NEWFOUNDLAND TO...
STORY AND PHOTOS PROVIDED BY TOM COLLINGWOOD

G

rowing up in St. John’s
Newfoundland, there was
very little available in terms
of local motorsport. But, like anywhere, you have car fanatics and
I was always into car magazines.
Very few high-end automobiles
existed on the island, so it was rare
to see anything foreign let alone a
Porsche. Mustangs were the norm
and I dabbled in those to feed the
need when I could.
In 2001 Newfoundland had its
first tarmac rally. the Targa Newfoundland. It was a 1400 mile, seven
day event each September. I happened to have a 1963 Corvette at the
time and I entered it in the classic
division. I loved the race aspect and
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was immediately hooked! I went on
to run the event for 10 years (20012011).
Seeing older Porsche 911s come
to the event and do extremely well
really struck a chord with me. They
were reliable, durable, sounded great
and were podium cars. I ended up
sourcing a 2007 GT3RS, installed
the Euro Clubsport roll cage to use
in the event for 2009 (the same year
I joined PCA!)
I figured it was as good a spec car
as I could run in the week long event
and still enjoy it the rest of the year
on the street. Great dual purpose
value and a 911!
I bought the car in California
and drove it straight to Newfound-

land, raced the 1500 mile event and
then used the car to get to and from
work the week after. This was a fairly
amazing feat considering most cars
arrive on a trailer, suffer break down,
damage or accident during the event
and leave on a trailer. This RS was
actually an early production car and
was used in the Porsche “Family Tree
Commercial,” so it has had an interesting life.
I ran a 997RS in the event for 3
years total before hanging up my
rally computer. I figured I had
burned up my 9 lives driving at the
limit on those rally stages and jumps.
In 2012 I moved to British Columbia with my 997RS and joined the
PCA-Canada West Region where I

managed to get some track time at
the limited race tracks in the surrounding area. This was the start of
my track endeavor as I had never
been on a track prior to this.
In 2013 I shipped my RS to Florida to use at my vacation home as a
grocery getter and also as a way to
explore the race tracks of Florida. It
was Sebring where I would spend up
to 12 days a year with my limited
schedule learning to drive on a track
from 2013-2015. PBOC, CHIN,
Murry and PCA, these were my routine go-to track day events as learning how to drive track was still very
new to me.
It wasn’t long until I started trailering my 997RS to Sebring in full
lightweight trim using Cup doors,
seats, suspension, wheels and aero.
It was at this point that I realized
that I did not want to risk losing my
beloved RS in pushing it to 9/10ths
on the track and it was perhaps time
to look for a track only race car for
2016. I was thinking of a Porsche
Cayman given their hardtop body,
mid engine balance, efficient PDK
(and reasonable price point compared to A 911 GT3).
It was also at this time (and the
timing was right for me) that Porsche
announced a Cayman GT4 Clubsport race car for 2016! It was exactly
what I desired however, the only
catch was I had to have a race license
and commit to a series to get the car!
I figured now was as good a time as
any to see what this club racing was
all about. At the time I was just an
aspiring DE driver who admired all
the race cars at club events.
It was the PCA 48h of Sebring
2016 where I managed to get a loan
of a fellow Targa Newfoundland Competitor’s 1981 911SC D class race
car in order to obtain my PCA Club
Racing License. I had Mark White of
Accumoto crew the car and walk me
through my license. Being surrounded
by all his customer’s vintage 911s,
having a full weekend of competitive
driving and walking away with my race
license was truly rewarding. The whole
experience was a car enthusiasts dream!
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It was April 2016 when I received
my new GT4 Clubsport trackside at
Road Atlanta for the first PCA Trophy
East race. Being new to the track, I
really thought I was in over my head,
but gave it my best, stayed out of trouble and had a great weekend. Porsche
Motorsport was present and really
made the whole experience special.
They always maintained a presence
for the events and, to this day, we still
have a great relation with them.
Pikes Peak
In 2018 Porsche Motorsport
reached out and invited me to run
the 96th annual Pikes Peak hill climb
in a time attack class for GT4 Clubsports. It was a great way to check off
a bucket list item and the experience
was very unique to say the least. I
remember being on top of the Peak
and Jeff Zwart buying me a bag of
donuts for the ride down. The people you get to meet racing is part of
the experience I also really enjoy.
GT4 Trophy East and Pirelli
World Challenge
I spent three seasons (2016-2018)
under the tutelage of John Tecce of
BGB Motorsports, racing in the PCA
Porsche GT4 Trophy East learning
how to adapt to new tracks and race
craft with my GT4 Clubsport.
It was a fast forward learning
experience that enabled me to progress and gain the skills necessary to
step up to Pirelli World Challenge
and IMSA, which I decided to do
for 2019 in a new SRO 718 GT4
Clubsport MR. PWC and IMSA
had never been on my radar, but the
experience in the PCA Trophy Series
gave me the confidence and desire to
move up that level of competition.
2020 plans include a full season of
IMSA GS in the Porsche GT4 Clubsport MR with a select few Pirelli
World Challenge events and, of
course, the PCA 48H of Sebring and
the PCA Oktoberfest at Daytona!
Summary
As a Canadian businessman it is
a constant balance of work, family
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and being a gentleman driver on the
side. I really enjoys cars and really
driving them near the limit. I bring
my parents and my 6 year old son
along to select events, He really
enjoys cars too.
For the last 20 years I have been
chasing, racing and restoring automobiles as a passion. All makes and
models. Each experience is different
but rewarding in their own way.
Since getting into Porsche I have
collected over 20 of them... Sorting
and experiencing each one of them.
From the 356 to my latest GT4
race car and everything in between.
They work so well regardless of age.
The feeling of connection with the
driver is unlike anything else really.
It is not uncommon to see me driving in something that is 30 years old
(or older).
For the future, the one car that I
really desire to experience is a Porsche
GT3R. I am basically trying to work
my way up to where I can get to
competitively drive one of those cars.
That is at the top of my list (being a
Porsche geek).
Cheers!
Tom
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Highly Engineered Solutions
for your Porsche Track Needs

(216) 333-1200

GTA3 CHAMPIONSHIP
DOWN TO THE FINAL RACE
STORY BY CORY FRIEDMAN, PHOTOS BY ALEX WONG

I

was one point ahead of Pierce body work changes, installed ABS
Marshall going into the last race and fitted larger custom sized forgeour used
parts so we can run a wider
of the year at Daytona. See
We are
line wheels
section
for
a than original. Speaking of
running in the GTA3 class which is front tire
rotating
supply
for 991 generation factory race cars tires, we also choose to run the Hoogreat
parts.
that do not otherwise fit intoofthe
sier
S80/S100 racing slick which has
Currently
we
spec GTC6 and C7 classes. Mod- givenhave
us a lot of speed the last few
a KMP
system
ified GT3 Cup’s, Cup MR’s
and shift
years.
Being able to run the softer
and a selection
oftire in the newly released
GT3R’s are the typical front runners
S80 front
RSR
suspension
in this category.
310/650/18 size really helps with
The car I have been driving all parts.
front end grip, one of the things a
year is a 2015 991.1 Cup that we use stock cup typically needs. The car is
as an Autometrics shop project car. very fast and a lot of fun to drive, but
Autometrics is a professional race it is still a little bit slower than the
team based in Charleston SC. The factory built MR and GT3R’s. Our
largest group of cars we campaign objective wasn’t necessarily to build
is for PCA club racing, where we a faster car than the factory hot rods,
started 25 years ago.
but to offer something that is very
We have increased engine displace- close, but could be built for half the
ment to 4.0l (max for the class), price with cheaper repair and runadded more downforce with some ning cost.
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Daytona
Daytona is a very unique track
due to the huge amount of full
throttle time on the oval. It is 3.54
miles long, but the infield is only a
little more than a mile of that total.
This doesn’t give you much chance
to make up time in the twisty sections so a lot of the lap time comes
from the car’s power and torque.
Last year we saw that, no matter
how quick I could get through the
infield, while accelerating out of
Turn 6 onto the oval our car couldn’t
hang with the R’s. The newer genration engine had great mid range
torque and they could easily pull
around us in Nascar 2 heading onto
the back straight. Our car was similar at the top end due to both cars
having fairly high drag aero compo-

Demon Speed Motorsports and
GOODAero are now under one
roof. After a long relationship
Demon Speed has acquired
GOODAero. We are looking
forward to keeping the products and services at the
highest standards while seeking opportunities to develop
more applications.

Demon Speed Toe Links and
Upper Control Links for 911,
986, and 987. High quality and
high strength. The best for your
Porsche Street or Track Car

A new Demon Speed exclusive
product. The RSR based engine
mounting plate. Replace the
original stamped steel and
welded plate that is prone to
cracking and fatiuge with our
stronger RSR inspired three
piece design.

Make Demon Speed your GT3
Cup replacement parts HQ.
We are manufacturing the
parts to keep your car
running as fast as new.

Keep up with our specials
and racing results
Including track side
live streams by joining
the mailing list on our
web site, or by following
us on Facebook.

Visit our Website:
www.demonspeedmotorsports.com

nents but, as they say in drag racing, it’s not about trap speed but ET
(elapsed time). A well driven GT3R
would be hard to beat at Daytona
(or anywhere for that matter).
The first two practices went as
expected with Pierce leading the way
and me following behind in the 2nd
overall position. I was ok with that
since the main goal is not to win
practice but more to secure an up
front grid spot for qualifying so you
can try to get an open lap in before
catching traffic. Our car felt pretty
dialed in.
I thought that, with an extremely
good run we might have a chance
at pole in qualifying. Even though I
had a decent lap, Pierce was just too
quick and managed to take the first
position by just under a second. He
has been running very well this year
and his team Matador Motorsports
has been doing a great job getting
the car dialed in. I knew it was going
to be a dogfight but after watching
how well Pierce was running this
weekend I became worried I hadn’t
brought a big enough dog. With
the way the points were laid out, it
pretty much came down to whoever
scored more points that weekend
would be the GTA3 national champion. It was looking like a pretty
steep hill to climb.
After qualifying, I was talking
to my friend and Autometrics customer Shannon Herford. He asked
what it would take to win the
championship this weekend and I
replied “A faster car”. “Hmm” he
said, “I have a faster car...” Shannon
was running his Gulf livery 2017
GT3R that weekend. Switching to
another car would mean starting at
the back for Sprint 1 since; I would
loose my qualifying time. The way
the points worked out, I would still
have to make it up to 2nd in class in
Sprint 1 and win Sprint 2 to make
the numbers work. I thought that
winning Sprint 2 was realistic in
the R but making it all the way up
to at least second in Sprint 1 was
a little bit of a long shot. Shannon
and I figured if it didn’t work out,
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at least we would have a cool story
to tell. LOL.
When you have no qualifying
time, they grid you first come first
serve at the back behind all the
other cars that posted a time. This
put me in 43rd spot. I knew there
would be a lot of cars to pass to get
to 2nd, but it was going to be a lot
fun trying!
The green flag flew and I wasted
little time starting the climb. Fortunately the in-car camera was able to
record the race. The footage is fun to
watch (Ed: One of the most fun races
I’ve watched in awhile, available on
the December 1 E-Brake News). I had
to turn up the aggression in traffic
but still keep in mind everyone also
racing hard in their particular classes
(not to mention returning the Gulf
R back to Shannon with no nicks or
dings!). Unfortunately the race was
red flagged early due to a dramatic
slow speed crash in the first horse
shoe (two cup cars had very unusual
wheel to wheel side contact resulting
in one car flipping several times). I
still had enough time to make it all
the way to second overall!
Race 2 is gridded based on fastest lap from Race 1. Since most
of my laps were in traffic with no
open track, I qualified second for
Race two. The starting spot was
much better but, unfortunately the
weather conditions were not bright.
Rain had moved in the hour before
the race and the track was soaked.
The question was to start on rain
tires and hope the track would not
dry out, or start on slicks and try to
hang on the first part of the race and
hope for a second half charge when
the track dried at the end. We chose
rain tires.
At the green flag, Peirce and I went
side by side into and around Turn 1.
When we both went back to power, I
heard his traction control kick in and
his acceleration slowed which gave
me the opening I needed to make the
pass into the lead. I pushed pretty
hard early while the track was still
wet to take advantage of my rain tire
grip. Much sooner than expected,

the track started to dry out. One car
after another started dropping out
with tire failures. At that point I had
a decent lead so started managing the
pace to try and save the soft tires.
Daytona is unique in the wet
because of the banking. Most of the
water runs off because of the steep
angle on the oval but the infield stays
wet. My crew guy, Tyler, came over
the radio saying that Pierce was still
pushing hard and told me I needed
to pick up the pace to maintain the
gap. Nervously I pushed the speed
up while searching for water in the
infield to cool the tires. A few laps
later Pierce had a rain tire failure
which took the pressure off me.
Since I was almost a lap up from
the next car in class due to my initial
push early, I could just take it easy
and try not to blow a tire. Having
experienced blowing a tire at Daytona, I don’t recommend it (there is
YouTube video of that posted also).
Fortunately I was able to tip toe
around and take the win against a
hard charging A2 car that started on
dry tires.
With a 2nd and 1st in the two
Sprint races it took a lot of pressure
off of the 90 minute enduro the next
day. Shannon offered me the “keys”
to the hot rod for the enduro. I was
able to win that race and locked in
the GTA3 championship.
It was an exciting and fun weekend. I still can’t believe my friend
lent me his incredible car to drive.
Thanks again Shannon!. It did make
for a pretty cool story.

PORSCHE MOTORSPORT
NORTH AMERICA
CONTENT & PHOTOS COURTESY OF PORSCHE MOTORSPORT NORTH AMERICA

F

rom its inception in 1985,
Porsche
Motorsport
North America (PMNA)
has been the sole importer of
Porsche race cars and parts for
the United States and Canada.
PMNA has been a driving force
for innovation spurring both
street and race car development
while achieving countless race
wins and championships for
over 35 years.
However, our legacy lies with
our customers. At its core,
PMNA is a customer-focused
company offering race-ready
products and support at every
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level of experience and for every
career goal. PMNA is the only source
for the full-range of Porsche Motorsport customer offerings: the Porsche
911 GT2 RS Clubsport and its sister-car, the 935 (2019), track day
to full competition variants of the
718 Cayman GT4 Clubsport, the
Porsche 911 GT3 Cup, and the full
IMSA and SRO GT3-spec Porsche
911 GT3 R. In addition, historic
and vintage racers can find hard to
find parts, engine and transmission
rebuild services as well as consultancy for generations of legendary
Porsche race cars.
From club racing to open competi-

tion, PMNA is dedicated to supporting all customer racing platforms.
In addition to connecting customers with teams and driving coaches
to help them achieve their racing
goals, PMNA has produced one of
the most comprehensive customer
support programs in the industry.
Our customers no longer just race
a Porsche - they race with Porsche.
The support program is available to
individual customers both on and off
the track, as well as at our workshop
in Carson, California at the Porsche
Experience Center Los Angeles.
PMNA is more than just new
race car sales. The PMNA work-

shop is also the only official Porsche
motorsport engine and gearbox
servicing operation outside of Germany. All gearboxes and engines
built by PMNA are backed by a full
warranty and are complete with
Porsche proprietary dynamometer
testing to ensure exact performance
levels and reliability standards have
been met.
In addition to providing powertrain services for new race cars, the
PMNA workshop provides support
for historic motorsport activities and
troubleshooting services. Along with
services for the likes of 917 and 962
models, engine and gearbox rebuilds
are also available for type 996, 997
and other generation 911s. Our
team is comprised of highly experienced, Porsche factory trained technicians who care for the brand and
provide customers with exceptional
service and historic motorsport support. Several members of the team
have been with PMNA from the
beginning and have experienced
these cars and components since
new, providing insights unavailable
anywhere else.
Our Southern California facility
is also home to a parts distribution
warehouse with an inventory of over
10,000 unique modern and historic motorsport parts. Away from
our on-site warehouse, PMNA supports customers trackside with four
support transporters that crisscross
North America, traveling to all open
competition and Porsche one-make
races, as well as select club races.
These “shops on 18-wheels” are
stocked with engines, gearboxes and
race parts for all of our modern customer race cars.
We are proud of our longtime close
partnership with the Porsche Club of
America, and look forward to kicking off the 2020 PCA race season at
the 48 Hours at Sebring with you.
For more information, visit us
online at www.porsche.com/PMNA,
send us an email at info@porschemotorsport.com or connect with us on
social media @PorscheMotorsportNorthAmerica.
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PORSCHE NIGHT OF CHAMPIONS
STORY BY RYAN CARIGNAN; PHOTOS BY RYAN CARIGNAN AND PORSCHE AG

Y

ou know it’s December in
Germany when ancient town
squares transform into Christmas markets, and the smell of pretzels and Gluhwein fills the air. But in
Weissach, December is also marked
by a gathering of Porsche elite that
can mean only one thing, the Porsche
Night of Champions.
For the past few years, the fantastic relationship with Porsche Cars
North America and Porsche Motorsport North America has ensured
PCA Club Racing has a few seats at
the table for this prestigious event.
Clubsport Series GTD1 class champion Jens Hantson earned an invitation this year and did not let the
opportunity pass. “It was amazing to
see so many generations of racing talent in the room,” said Hantson. “It
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really pushed my passion for Porsche
to a new level.”
Guests to the Saturday night
affair were met with a cool drizzle
of rain as they stepped off the bus,
but the weather could do nothing
to dampen spirits. Greeting everyone as they strode down the massive red carpet was a championship
winner 718 GT4 Clubsport, a raw
carbon fiber finished Porsche 935,
a 911 GT2 RS Clubsport, and the
24 Hour of Le Mans GTE Am
class winning 911 GT3 RSR of
Jorg Bermeister, Patrick Lindsey,
and Egidio Perfetti. Finally, guests
embarked on a mission to find their
name on the welcome wall for the
2019 Night of Champions, jockeying to get a coveted picture pointing
to their name.

Even as a guest and not a champion, there is an immense feeling of
pride seeing your name printed on
the wall with some of the biggest
names in Porsche Motorsport history, such as Alwin Springer, Timo
Bernhard, Jorg Bergmeister, and Patrick Long. And it is quite entertaining to watch young and old scramble
to find their name and get a picture
with it.
The annual event takes place
in one of the older buildings at
Weissach, the worker’s cafeteria;
although anyone not familiar would
never guess the facility would be
something so workaday as a “cafeteria.” Ornate steel sculptures hang
from the striking wooden ceiling,
two stages backed by giant video
monitors dominate the center of

the room, displaying a slideshow of
2019s racing dominance. The air is
one of celebration, relief, and excitement as people are ready to recognize the winners, mingle with the
stars, and get ready for a new year
of racing.
For 2019, the Night of Champions was a truly special event for
Porsche because, as they stated multiple times during the event when it
came to GT racing, they won everything. To recap, in 2019 Porsche won
the Intercontinental GT Challenge
manufacturer and driver championship, IMSA’s Weathertech Sportscar
Championship GTD class Sprint
Cup Championship Driver and
Manufacturer titles, the GTLM class
Team, Driver, and Manufacturer
Championships, first and second
place in the Front Runner Championship, and finally, the 2018-2019
FIA World Endurance Manufacturer, Driver Championship in the
GTE Pro class, and the GTE Am
class. It was quite a year to celebrate.
On display was the WEC GTE
World Champion number 92 911
RSR as raced at the 24 Hours of
LeMans this year, and the brand
new Porsche Formula E race car.
Attendees were able to pose for pictures around the cars as well as get
an up-close and personal view of the
amazing carbon fiber work on the
Formula E car.
Porsche Formula E drivers Neel
Jani and Andre Lotterer were on
hand to discuss their recent debut in
the Formula E series. The excitement
from the team was genuine as Andre
Lotterer described the effort required
to land on the second podium step in
their debut race.
As Porsche executives from CEO
Oliver Blume to Vice President of
Motorsport Fritz Enzinger and Dr.
Wolfgang Porsche presented awards
throughout the evening, Porsche’s
commitment and passion for racing
were clear.
Porsche recognized customer racers, series winners, factory drivers,
and “Young Professionals” from the
world over. They also recognized

and celebrated a few drivers who are
changing roles. Porsche thanked twotime FIA World Endurance Champion and overall LeMans winner,
Brendon Hartley, for his years with
the company as he is moving on to
other ventures. Porsche also lauded
the longest-serving factory drivers,
“Mister 911” Jorg Bergmeister and
Timo Bernhard for their years of racing accomplishments. After enjoying long and successful careers with
Porsche, both drivers are now transitioning to different roles with the
company as Brand Ambassadors.
As Porsche unveiled changes to
the factory driver lineups, the key

thread visible to all in attendance
was the desire to compete and be the
best at every level of motorsport. It
is refreshing to see a major automotive manufacturer so committed to
racing and to know that our club is a
part of that legacy.
If you are eligible for the PCA
Clubsport Series in 2020, you might
want to make sure you are available
in early December. While we can’t
guarantee how many invitations
Club Racing will receive, our goal is
to make sure at least one, if not two,
series champions have the opportunity to be amongst the Porsche racing elite in Weissach each year.
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THE RACE ACROSS AMERICA
LAP TWO... ROAD AMERICA

when you have two blowouts along
the way. Thanks, Andrew!
The first day we drove east across
northern California, Nevada and
Utah, spending the first night in
the high plateau country of western Wyoming. Day Two we drove
across the rest of Wyoming (big
state), Nebraska and into Iowa, the
land of corn and large windmills.
The second night was at a rest area
next to a couple of trucks hauling
blades for those big wind machines.
Those things are like 100 ft long,
with the most graceful aerodynamic
curve built into them. Day Three we
cut through Iowa, turned left, and
crossed the mighty Mississippi River
into Wisconsin, arriving at Road
America Thursday afternoon right
on schedule, just before registration
opened.
Aside from two blown trailer tires,
no issues. RV/trailer TPMS is one of
the best safety upgrades I’ve made.
We parked in the queue and joined
the growing PCA crowd. It was nice
reconnecting with racers we knew

and meeting new racing friends.
You know you’re at a real race track
when you have to drive through a
tunnel to get into the paddock. Awesome experience driving through the
RA tunnel into the paddock “complex.” This was our first visit here so
we meandered around a bit until we
found the Upper RV Paddock. We
were assigned great spots for parking our rigs, full RV parking with 50
amp hookup overlooking the front
straight, thanks to the PCA Chicago
RA Parking Manager, Tim Green.
After unloading, our buddy Stan
gave us a driving tour. Yup, it’s so big
you need to drive. There’s the upper
paddock, lower main paddock, pregrid, hot pits, tech building, medical
(sure hope I don’t need that), track
store, showers, etc. Thanks for the
tour, Stan.
There was still plenty of daylight,
so I decided to walk the track. I’d
watched plenty of video and done
some simulator driving, but there’s
really no better way to get to know a
track than to take a nice walk.

Wow, what a place. It’s like someone took a fast, flowing four mile
track and plucked it down in the
middle of a state park. Beautiful.
Trees, plenty of green grass, campgrounds and viewing stands all over
the place. I’m going to like it here.
I see what they mean about the exit
berms: big, rough scalloped sections
of concrete just waiting to challenge
even the best of suspension setups.
Good to remember. Turn 1 is open
with a nice runoff exit: three cars
wide? Nice downhill and then levels
out going into Turn 3, good braking.
Loooong way down to Turn 5. 5th
gear for the Boxster, downhill braking zone, so be careful. Mind that
exit berm. Under the bridge into
Turn 6 (that’ll sneak up on you). Flat
through Turn 7 should work. Manage Turn 8 to get a good run into the
Carousel, another rough exit berm.
Accelerate, then maintain your speed
through the carousel. Ah, here’s that
little dip my friend Rodrigo told me
about that I can use to rotate the car.
Fast through The Kink, don’t lose

STORY BY TIM SMITH

O

n our second night in Wisconsin I treated my lady
friend to a special dinner
out, fulfilling a promise made when
I asked her to join me on a cross
country trek to race another iconic
race track. Yup that’s right, fine dining at Culver’s: butter burgers, fried
cheese curds and Oreo milk shakes.
And our friend Andrew was with us.
But he’s from Canada, so he’s used to
this. Welcome to the Midwest.
A few months earlier, after having raced COTA, I was planning
Lap Two of the Race Across America
to lovely Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin
to race Road America. Here’s how I
remember the conversation:
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“So, I’m planning Lap Two.”
“Oh, really? Where to next?”
“Wisconsin.”
“What’s in Wisconsin?”
“Road America. Want to join me?
It’ll be a great drive through some
beautiful areas of the country.”
“How far is it?”
“A little farther than COTA.”
“Umm, 2-1/2 days to COTA. How
much farther is Road America?”
“Only 400 miles, another half day.”
Pause...
“Pass. I’ll meet you there.”
“Deal.”
Tuesday, 0500. Go time. After a
light breakfast and strong coffees,

Andrew and I are off. Andrew pulling his trailer with his brand new
Ford F-150 turbo diesel. Nice ride.
Me pulling my trailer with the RV.
We need some place to sleep on our
trip. 2200 miles to Wisconsin, figure
32 hours or so. As my friend Doug
said, just drive east on I-80 and turn
left in Iowa. No problem. We’ll bring
google maps along just in case.
As I mentioned in Lap One, I like
driving. Such a beautiful country
we’re privileged to live in, and no
better way to see it than to drive.
It was great having Andrew along
on this trip also; someone to share
the experience with. And someone
to share spare trailer tires with you
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your nerve. Carry your speed all the
way down the curved straight, more
5th gear. Big brake going into Canada Corner, then up the hill flat to set
up for Turn 14, probably the most
important corner on the track heading onto that long front straight. Up
the hill, pedal like heck. Lap over.
Looks like fun, and can’t wait for
tomorrow. After driving across most
of the country, I was tired and slept
really well under the star-filled Wisconsin sky.
Friday morning. We made our
way to the drivers’ meeting. I love
the Chicago accents and stogies, just
like John Belushi and Dan Aykroyd.
Friday test & tune was all about
learning the track; left, right, brake,
brake earlier, brake later. Remember
this is a DE, no need to take that
guy so deep into the corner. Practicing on even a basic simulator like
mine at home had really helped me
learn the visuals of the track. Even
the logos on the bridges were the
same. Huge help. But there’s also a
bit of ‘unlearning some of the simulator stuff once you get on track.
Friday went well and I was learning
the track. And the best part, Kim has
arrived. As with the COTA Lap One,
she has flown in and joined me at the
track. Smart. We headed into town
for that scrumptious dinner at Culver’s. Mmm, butter burger.
Saturday, time to pick it up a bit.
The PCA Club Race drivers meeting
is always just a bit more serious than
the DE drivers meeting, as it should
be. Good crew from PCA National
here to make sure the event runs well
and we stay safe. Those folks don’t
get enough thanks. Practice 1 went
well, though the brakes were feeling
a bit soft. When I got back to the
paddock I found a leaking left front
caliper. Crud, I don’t have a spare.
I visited some of the other Boxster
guys but no one had a spare left
front caliper. Oh well, we’ll see how
it holds up. Practice 2 was quicker,
building up, attacking the corners
more, deeper braking, though I was
double pumping the brakes a lot to
get pressure due to the leaking cali-
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per. They say that a big part of racing is learning to drive a not perfect
car. When I used to DE my GT3 it
was perfect. Now, driving a 20 year
old former street car turned into race
car, I’m learning to adapt my driving
based on what the car’s giving me. I
like that. Back in the paddock I discover a used left front caliper under
my canopy. Someone had heard I
needed one and dropped one off. I
love these PCA racers. Later in the
day I learned that it was one of Matt
Distefano’s crew. Thanks, Matt! A
quick swap and the car was good.
Time for quali.
I had a great plan for qualifying,
but you know what they say about
plans, none survive first contact with
the enemy. Good warmup lap, got
some space and my first flyer was
going well, pushing the car and hitting my marks. Coming onto the
front straight my data was showing
green, 0.6 seconds up on my fastest
lap and I was feeling pretty good,
right until I saw that black flag waving energetically at me. Huh, what’d
I do? Must have been the other
guy. Nope, no one anywhere near
me. Sure hope they recorded that
lap. I’ve got to drive the four miles
around the track to get to the hot
pits and black flag. And quali is only
25 minutes. Pulling into black flag
I hear the dreaded words: “What’re
you doing here?” I explain that I was
black flagged, so Joel calls upstairs to
find out why. Sounds like an interesting conversation with the folks in
the tower and even the starter stand.
Scrut Joel walks back over and says
sorry, they black flagged the wrong
car. Grrrr.
Ok, park that emotion, get back
on track and focus on getting a good
lap. The second warmup lap went
well and I was flying down the main
straight into Turn 1 for another flyer,
all systems looking good and starting
to build green on my data display.
Rats, waving yellow flag in Turn 1.
Someone’s looped it on the exit. This
lap’s shot so I back off a bit to maintain the tires and get on the radio to
my spotter. Yes, there’s a yellow flag
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now at Start/Finish also. Ok, let me
know when that yellow comes down.
Five minutes left in quali so if they
clear that car out I can still get a lap.
I back off and drive a nice controlled
lap, knowing I’ve only got one more
shot. I’m halfway around the next
lap when I hear that the checkered is
out, ending the session. Oh well. Got
back to the paddock and checked
Race Monitor and saw that yes, they
did record my first flyer, which is
nice. Qualified P2 out of 12 SPBs.
Not bad for first time at this track.
Saturday night was the big Porsche
dinner at Siebkins, a beautiful resort
in town. Some of the racers drove
their race cars downtown and parked
out front, creating a nice car show
for all of us and the local town folks
also. Great midwestern hospitality.
Sunday. Sprint 1 was an absolute
riot. I started behind the fast SPB
piloted by Topher with other SPB
racers Adam, Will and Keith nearby.
We had a bunch of 911s and 944s
around us so I figured the start was
going to be interesting. I was not disappointed. We gunned our little Boxsters up the hill when the green flag
waved but were quickly consumed by
the higher hp cars. Ok, stay in your
lane and we’ll get‘em back in the corners. Turn 1 was busy but I held my
own, with Topher just a car ahead.
We got a few cars going through
Turn 3 and were set up nicely drag
racing down the straight. Uh oh, the
911s are catching us going into Turn
5. Get wide, and let’s see if we can
hold them off. Confidence check,
going deep into the corner, downhill
braking zone right behind Topher. I
brake hard and discover a soft brake
pedal again. Not good. Quick dive
right to avoid hitting Topher and I
safely make it through the corner,
though way deeper than I’d intended.
Man that exit berm is hard. With the
soft brakes I revert to Plan B: keep
Topher in sight, don’t let any other
SPBs by, and finish the race. A late
race double yellow got me thinking
that I’d have another shot at Topher,
but they checkered us after a few laps
under yellow. Fun race, finished P2,
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and got a decent lap time for Sprint
2. I get back to the RV to debrief.
So cool that my NorCal SPB buddies
Heath, Doug and Matt are following
the racing on Race Monitor, with
live update texting from my spotter.
Trying to represent, guys!
In Sprint 2 I started P2 again,
behind Topher and just ahead of
Adam in his fast Red Bull SPB.
This should be fun. Good start,
with everyone politely jockeying for
position going into Turn 1. Whoa,
where’d that 911 come from? Clean
through Turn 1 and held my own
going through Turn 3 and down
into Turn 5. I spent the next few laps
dealing with a couple 911s, but once
clear of them there was Topher up
ahead. Ok, let’s get to work. Topher’s
a great driver, and his car is really
handling these berms well. Let’s see
if we can gain a little time each lap to
make a run on him at the end of the
race. A little after the midway point
I’m feeling good, the car feels great,
lap times are coming down, and I’m
starting to reel Topher in a bit. I’m
good in some spots but he seems to
gap me a bit coming out of the Kink.
I set the fastest lap of the weekend
so far, so now’s the time to push. I’ve
been lifting at The Kink turn-in less
and less every lap. The car feels solid
and there’s more room at the exit so
time to go flat through The Kink,
just like I’d practiced earlier in the
day. The calculations seemed right,
so decision made. Coming out of
the Carousel I’ve got a pretty good
run going and it’s all working according to plan. Remember what I said
about plans earlier? Yup, as soon as I
turn in, full throttle, the car pushes
and I know I’m in trouble. Carrying
this much speed into a corner that
demands your attention leaves very
little room for error. Crud. By the
time I get the car to turn in it was
too late. I miss the apex by about a
foot, my lizard brain trying to figure out how to fix this. Not much
I could do at that point carrying all
that speed and running out of track.
Let’s straighten it out to minimize
the impact. This is going to hurt.

You know how you reach a point
in racing, or flying, or other high
speed sport when time slows down?
About midway through the left drift
I had a wonderful moment of clarity. Yes, I was going to hit the wall,
but let’s see what I can do to minimize the impact. It’ll be a lateral hit
rather than straight on so it won’t be
too hard, right? BAM! The left rear
hits the wall and then slams the left
front into the wall. Hardest I’ve ever
hit anything. Luckily the car sticks
to the wall rather than bouncing
back across the track. Running down
the wall for a hundred yards or so
totally destroying the left side. Once
stopped, I try driving forward and
backward to get out of the bad spot,
but the car wasn’t going anywhere.
Shut it down, wave to the corner
worker, she gives me a thumbs up,
tap the roof and wait for the crash
crew to show up. One of the sights
I’ll always remember is looking
across the track at the shirtless spectator with the PBR in his hand waving at me that it was clear and to get
going again. Lol. The RA crash crew
shows up and do a fantastic job. True
professionals. Thank you for all you
do pulling us knuckleheads out of
smashed race cars and getting us to
safety. Once in the ambulance I take
stock and figure I’m ok. The EMT
seems worried. Heart rate 190 bpm?
Yeah, that’s about right. I’m working on bringing it down. A small
twitch in my neck and a sore wrist
but everything else was A-OK. God
bless that Racetech seat, a Christmas
present from Santa a few years ago.
Nothing a few ibuprofen won’t take
care of.
After the medical check I got a ride
back to the paddock. My little SPB
was already there, not looking too
happy, with the whole left side beat
up. Both corners were all busted up
with most of the suspension gone. A
quick assessment told me the weekend was over, but man was that fun.
Almost had him. :) Great racing,
Topher. Super nice of Adam to come
up and offer to help Andrew and me
rebuild the car so I could still race,
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but it was too far gone. And Todd
Lamb from Atlanta Speedworks saying they had all the parts on hand if I
wanted to get it going again. Thanks,
Todd. We winched the car into the
trailer and strapped it down for the
long ride back to California.
I’m amazed at how tough these
cars are. A look at the data showed
I was going about 110 mph when I
exited the track. Sideways hit on the
wall, but still enough to pull some
strong lateral g’s. All suspension
components in the stress chain failed
as they should: wheels, LCA’s, trailing arms, subframe all busted. Even
broke the front brake rotor in half.
Hard hit. The dead pedal inside the
cockpit even broke free.
I watched the video later that
night to figure out what I did
wrong, or what I could have done
to recover. Though I’d tried this
move in practice, trying to pull it
off under racing conditions with
hot tires on a slippery track was not
the smartest thing to do. Without

a short lift to transfer weight to
the front the tires just didn’t have
enough grip to turn in. Physics. But
what the heck; if you’re not pushing, you’re not going to improve or
win. I won’t make that mistake next
season. There are plenty of others
out there, I’m sure.
While my racing was over, my
weekend wasn’t. My buddy Andrew
still had an enduro to run on Sunday so I crewed for him. We headed
to town and the local pizza and beer
establishment for another great Wisconsin dinner. Kim said, “Everyone’s
so nice here.” Yup, welcome to the
Midwest. Did I mention I grew up
in northern Illinois, about 4 hours
south of here? Feels good to be back.
Monday was another beautiful
day. I was pleased that I wasn’t sore
at all. Well, no sorer than I normally
am in the morning. Andrew drove a
great enduro and it was fun crewing
for him. We’d never tried refueling
during a pit stop before so we looked
like a couple of stooges out there, but
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We don’t know
who took this
photo of Tom
Collingwood at
the Newfoundland Rally many
years ago, but the
photo sure got
my
attention.
What fun it would
be to drive a rally
like this.
We’ve all seen
photos and video
of these rallies.
But Tom can
speak from first
hand experience.
Oh yes, then
there’s also his
Pikes Peak experiences. Ask him
about that too!
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we got it done. Why does the driver
have to get out of the car during feling? I understand it from a safety
perspective, but one could argue it’s
safer for the driver to remain in the
car, rather than get all jumbled up
outside of the car. Anyhoo, we didn’t
lose too much time, and Andrew was
on his way again. Prior to the pit
stop, Andrew had been driven off
track in Turn 14 (by a fellow racer
who didn’t realize he was there) and
lost three laps, so we were already
down on the leaders but he still had
a ton of fun.
It was nice that the enduro was
early in the day. We loaded up,
took nice hot showers and hit the
road heading west back to California. Going home we pushed it even
harder than driving out, as we were
racing the very next weekend with
our west coast buddies at Thunderhill Raceway in northern California.
And I had a race car to fix.
I arrived home Wednesday afternoon. Two of my SPB buddies, Doug
and John, were there waiting to help
me get the car out of the trailer and
into the garage. It was a lot of work
over two long days and nights, but
we were able to get the car put back
together enough to race. At 5:00
Friday afternoon, 48 hours after
arriving home, I put the car back in
the trailer and headed north to race
Thunderhill. It took a bit of tuning
and suspension adjusting during the
practice runs to get the car to about
90%, but that was good enough for
three podium finishes for the weekend. Whew, I was bone tired when I
got home Sunday night.
What an adventure, Lap Two of
the Race Across America. The whole
experience was fantastic, and Road
America is my new favorite track.
Thanks again to everyone who
made it such a fun event. This season is all about experiences rather
than racing for National or West
Coast Series points.
I’m looking at the 2020 schedule
now to see where RAA Lap Three
will take us. Or take me. I’m sure
Kim will fly in. :)

mid
ohio
festival of speed
May15 -17, 2020 LEXINGTON, OHIO

club race – hpde
club race registration opens Monday, march 30, 2020
thu: track registration opens 4pm
fri: practice, qualifying- sponsor evening hospitality
sat: sprint races - arrive and dine - awards dinner/ banquet
sun: enduros

Northern new jersey region PCA
Fri-Sun- Advanced HPDE- Solo only
www.motorsportreg.com

Chip Henderson, club.race@morpca.org Dave Stetson, registrar@morpca.org
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ensuring that racecars in a particular
class are in conformance with the
2020 PCA club rules for that class.
• Race Control. Scrutineers work
with the race stewards to ensure
that races are run in an orderly fashion and provide assistance when
required. If there are conditions
that are unsafe or incidents occur,
scrutineers are responsible for gathering and relaying proper information and data to assist the stewards
in their decision-making processes.
We also help control the race from
the ground when unsafe conditions
occur. This can be on the racing surface, in the hot pit areas or within the
racecar itself. During Enduros, we
marshal the hot pit areas to ensure
racers and race teams are in compliance with PCA racing protocols and
safety requirements.
Where you will find Us

The size of the scruting teams
vary depending upon event size. If
our teams are large enough, we will

have people at all of the positions
described below. At smaller race venues, a scrut (or scrutineer) will cover
multiple positions. Here are the locations that we are typically positioned:

• Grid. The PCA region or zone
will assign volunteers to help with
gridding racecars and performing
safety checks. Scruts on grid are also
working with the volunteers check-

A WORD FROM YOUR PCA
SCRUTINEERING TEAM
STORY BY KEITH FRITZE

P

eople often wonder what we,
as scrutineers, are doing at a
club race, or any car racing
venue for that matter. Automotive
racing requires structure, discipline
and order. It is the job of the Race
Steward and Scrutineers to ensure
that these conditions are met. In the
following paragraphs I will provide
an overview of our roles as PCA
scrutineers.

Our Backgrounds

We have a diverse set of backgrounds. Scrutineers have varying
professional backgrounds from
small business and race shop own-
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ers, automobile technical professionals, educators, IT professionals,
engineers, doctors, lawyers... And
the list goes on. We travel to PCA
racing venues from all over the
North America.
Many of us have driven and/or
built and maintained our own racecars. Our knowledge base about
Porsches also vary. Some of us
concentrate on older and vintage
Porsches while others focus on the
newer technology racing platforms.
What we all have in common is the
love of cars and the desire to volunteer and serve the PCA club racing
community.

Purpose and Activities

Why are we out there? Scruts purposes are many fold. Our primary
goal, however, is to help you race
while ensuring PCA rules and safety
requirements are met. Here are some
of our specific functions and objectives:
• Safety. We ensure that a racecar’s
safety equipment is up to date and
functioning properly. We do this
through racecar technical inspections on both new and existing racing platforms. We periodically check
cars both at tech and in the paddock.
• Fairness and compliance. Scrutineers will be found in the paddock
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ing cars and safety equipment and
resolving issues before the cars enter
the track.
• Black Flag. The scrut(s) at Black
Flag perform a number of duties.
During test and tune or practice sessions, we identify and resolve issues
such as non-functioning transponders, missing or incorrect car decals
or safety equipment issues. We report
those issues to the drivers or teams to
be corrected before race day. We help
to identify and report mechanical
issues. We inspect cars that have gone
off-track during practice sessions,
and we inform drivers of rules violations such as passing under yellow or
other rules infractions. We also assist
in maintaining order under Black
and Red Flag conditions.
• Tech. At many racing venues,
there will be a specific area that will
be designated for tech. This is our
home base. We may be checking
logbooks before a race. We may be
performing a technical inspection
for a new racecar and issuing a logbook for that vehicle. Or we could be
impounding cars for weighing after
either qualifying or a race if the scales
are in that proximity. We may be
checking cars for compliance, such
as gear checking or an ECU’s Flash,
either at tech or in the paddock area.
Or we may be assisting a racer in
interpreting class rules for their car.
Also, if time permits, we may offer
limited assistance to racers having
issues with their cars.
• Data and Compliance. Scruts
will be found in the paddock collecting data from data loggers of racer’s
cars. We can also be found checking
a car’s aero, suspension, tires, powertrain, etc. for class compliance.
Safe Racing

We scrutineers are there to ensure
that your race runs safely, fairly, and
smoothly. We are volunteers of varying backgrounds made up mostly of
club racers, both past and present.
We enjoy the sport and enjoy working with our scrutineering teams to
allow you have a great experience at
the track!
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Porsche
At The Glen

ZONE
May 29 - 31, 2020

Come and experience the premier road race circuit in the United States.
Friday, May 29 - Practice and Fun Races
Saturday, May 30 - Two Sprint Races, Dinner and Awards
Sunday, May 31 - 60 minute Enduro Races ending at 12:45 pm
Tentative schedule on zone1.pca.org

For more information contact
Pete Tremper at Tremper9146@aol.com / 609.221.3854
Jim Morgan at morganjd@nycap.rr.com
20th Year Port Authority Jacket for all Drivers
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Phone: 203-723-8928
www. SoftronicSoftware.com
email: Info@SoftronicSoftware.com

Softronic is the leading producer of racing
and street performance software.
®

Softronic®-tuned cars have won the GT Class
at the Rolex 24 at Daytona and powered every
car in the Cayman Interseries.
Softronic® software has also powered winning
cars and top finishers in the ultra-competitive
World Challenge Series, Continental Tire
SportsCar Challenge Series, and PCA races
from coast to coast.

HOW NOT TO PARK YOUR
MOTORHOME (OR TRAILER)

Street or track, Softronic® software helps you
put the competition in your rear view mirror.

STORY & PHOTO BY CARL AMOND

T

he good news is that there
were no serious personal
injuries! The bad news is
that there was almost no insurance
coverage!
Go back and read your insurance
policies very carefully. The words
“Actual Cash Value at time of loss”
on the declarations page are meaningless. The “fine print” can apparently set that all aside and default to
a ridiculously low amount that they
set arbitrarily.
Check your insurance policies
carefully to find out what your
actual coverage is.

Your may also believe that your
trailer is insured for a reasonable
amount. WRONG!

Personal safety equipment...
No coverage, associated with
the cars.

Race cars...
No coverage for a vehicle
capable of speed in excess of
15 mph.

Personal property...
Automatic 25% depreciation
on everything, even on fresh
food and vegetables.

Spare parts...
No coverage, considered part
of the cars.

Estimated value unreasonable...
“That’s what our computer
came up with”.

Tools for working on cars...
No coverage, considered part
of the cars.

Check with the Better Business
Bureau. A D- (that’s a D minus)
rating is probably there for a reason.
I wish I had checked!
Spencer Cox at the wheel of his GTB1 National Championship-winning Cayman.
Enhanced with Softronic® software.
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Be Smart, Not Sorry
Winners Do The Research

SPENCER COX PASSING
STORY & PHOTO BY ROGER GARBOW

Danbury, Connecticut (November
26, 2019) – It is with profound sadness that we announce the passing of
our founder and our friend, Spencer
Cox, after a difficult battle with cancer. Like everything he did in life,
Spencer fought hard up until the very
end. Spencer was 57.
Spencer was well-known and
incredibly well-liked in the PCA
community across the US. His Connecticut-based Speedsport Tuning
has been the home of many Northeastern Porsche club racers and street
enthusiasts alike.
Spencer was as adept behind the
wheel as he was behind a pit wall and
was widely regarded as one of the best
race car set-up guys in the business.
In our world of motorsports specialists, Spencer was one of the very
few people who could engineer a car,

work on the car and then put the car
on pole. And he always had time to
lend a hand, even to his competitors.
Speedsport Tuning’s preparation
and set-up helped hundreds of clients to race wins and podium finishes. Spencer himself held multiple
lap records at tracks up and down the
East Coast and most recently, he won
the 2016 GTC4 National Championship in his Porsche GT3 Cup.
His favorite racing experience was
the 2012 Rolex 24 at Daytona. After
crewing six times at the 24, and
being part of two GT Class winning
teams, he finally fulfilled his dream
of driving in the legendary race himself in a TRG entry. In the early days
of motorsports it was common, but
today, how many endurance racing
drivers could actually fix their own
car? Spencer could.

Spencer and Denise
at Daytona

Spencer left very big shoes to fill,
but he also surrounded himself with
talented, experienced individuals
who carried his same sense of dedication and service. Bryan Shute
will continue to lead the Speedsport
Tuning Motorsports Department,
and carry on with the same ethos
created by Spencer.
To that end, Speedsport Tuning
will carry on, and every day we will
miss Spencer profoundly, while
striving to live up to the standards
he set.
Spencer is survived by his mother
Maria Cox, his wife Denise, his
sister Jennifer, two daughters,
Heather and Marta and three
grandchildren.
AMERICAN DESIGNED
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AMERICAN MADE

DATA LOGGERS
NOT THE REALM OF FACTORY RACE TEAMS ANYMORE
STORY & GRAPHICS BY MATT ROMANOWSKI, TRAILBRAKE.COM

D

ata loggers are no longer the
realm of factory race teams
or the professional ranks. All
current factory race cars come with a
system and more and more manufacturers are building data systems into
their sports cars. Every race sanctioning body either uses competitor’s
data or has their own compliance
loggers to put in cars. Drivers at all
levels are using data acquisition systems to improve their performance,
monitor their car’s health, and compare their driving to teammates or
other competitors.
With even the most affordable
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data systems providing GPS Speed,
longitudinal and lateral G forces, lap
times, and segment times, we can do a
lot to improve a driver’s performance
behind the wheel. Much of data
analysis can be thought of as pattern
recognition or visual KPI (key performance indicators). So often data
analysis is thought of as being incredibly difficult, when it’s accessible to
anyone who wants to improve and
puts a little effort into it.
The speed graph tells us the most
about what someone did on track.
To start reading it, we have to know
what we’re looking at. Across the bot-

tom (x axis) of the graph we can have
distance or time. Most of the time we
work in distance so that we are able
to compare laps with different overall times (laptimes) more easily. The
vertical portion (y axis) of the graph
gives us the speed. The line is just a
plot of the vehicles speed at each distance along the length of the track.
When we look at a speed trace,
there are certain things we can pick
out very quickly. If the line is going
up, the speed was increasing (straight
aways!) and if it’s going down, the car
is slowing (brake zones). The speed
trace tells us if someone is coasting

Sebring Pro Technology and is the next evolution of the Supertouring seat with full
Hans compatibility. It features a 100% carbon fiber shell lined with NASA-developed
Confor® foam and integrated lateral head restraints. The carbon shell construction offers
outstanding rigidity with a 50% weight savings over fiberglass shells while the Confor®
cushions mold to the driver, absorbing 85% of initial energy distributing loads for the ultimate
in comfort and safety. With Alcantara® anti-slip fabric and leather wear patches for hardwearing good looks, dual, independent leg cushions, and a deep-sided ergonomic shape for
lateral support. Exceeds 3 times FIA 8855-1999 standards @ 63g.
Cobra Seats...the most technically advanced seats in the world!
Featuring Outlast® Technology!
Phase change materials (PCMs) are incorporated into Cobra’s
Sebring Pro to interact with the driver’s body temperature and
provides a buffer against temperature swings.

Buckley Racing
Driver’s Edge Autosport
Fall-Line Motorsports
Phoenix Performance
Race Technik

|
|
|
|
|

TX
BC
IL
PA
AZ

Authorized Centers
| 817-239-7969
Track First
| 604-298-5531
Vorshlag Motorsports
| 847-215-9500 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 610-482-0141 Wine Country Motor Sports
| 480-655-7475 Wine Country Motor Sports

|
|
|
|
|

OH
TX
CA
CO
FL

|
|
|
|
|

234-380-5978
972-422-7170
707-935-7223
303-799-6606
561-748-5328

To find a dealer near you: (714) 847-1501
or find us on the web at: cobra.subesports.com

Alloy Side Mounts
Manufactured from 5 mm high-tensile
aluminum for superior quality. FIA approved.
Available in black only.

Sube’ Sports is an authorized
North American distributor
of COBRA seats.
www.subesports.com
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WHERE ENGINEERING MEETS THE TRACK

Above: This illustrates the information on each axis of the graph and what can
quickly be learned from the speed trace
Below: The change in slope of the speed trace shows trail braking into the corner and the area where the final parts of speed and skill are displayed

981 Cayman shown running our oversized rotor upgrade

2 PIECE BRAKE ROTOR SPECIALISTS
GiRodisC - Founded in 2003, Girodisc designs and manufactures some of the highest quality brake
components on the market, specializing in direct replacement two piece brake rotors

RotoR - CenteR Hat - HaRdwaRe - All machined at our facility in Bellingham, WA from
US sourced materials - High carbon content iron - Aircraft grade 6061 aluminium
CustomeR seRViCe - Feel free to contact us for any questions regarding your braking system.
Nobody knows Porsche brakes better than us!

PCCB equiPPed VeHiCle - For owners of PCCB equipped vehicles that find the discs wear
excessively at elevated temperatures, we offer a direct replacement cast iron solution

Squiggly Lines.” It’s a great book
that tells you what the graphs mean
and what to look for in them. After
that, there is a great series of YouTube videos by KartPulse/AiM
Sports Data that are easily found on
Google or tinyurl.com/datavideos.
Finally, I’d direct people to look at
www.racers360.com. Their paid
services are great, but even better
is the amount of free content they
have produced. They have four videos that show how and what they
look at when coaching people to
make quick, easy improvements.
Matt Romanowski provides AIM sales,
support and data coaching through
Trailbrake.com.

997 GT3 CUP

MANUFACTURED IN THE USA

into brake zones or accelerating all
the way to brake application, carrying entry speed, slowing appropriately, and more! Many times these
simple things can add up to decent
lap time reduction without learning
new skills or pushing harder!
The first thing to look at is throttle to brake transitions. As we see the
speed trace increase to the point of
brake application, the shape of this
graph tell us how quickly the driver
went from throttle to brake. When
the speed trace (graph) goes up and
then transitions to down quickly, the
driver went throttle to brake quickly.
When the graph ends up rounded
and less sharp, the driver lifted off
the throttle and slowly went to the
brake pressure. Just speed up the
throttle to brake application picks
up lap time!
We can also look at the downward
slope (angle) of the speed trace. This
slope is the rate of deceleration of the
car – a measure of braking performance. When looking at this slope,
it’s good to compare the slope for each
brake zone on multiple laps to see if
you are braking with the same effort.
Notice I’m not picking braking point
to focus on (it’s the transition from
increasing speed to decreasing speed)
as trying to late brake often brings in
other problems!
The final quick tip on speed
graphs is to see if you are carrying
speed into the corner appropriately.
When carrying speed into corners
(dare I say trailbraking) you’ll see
a slope change near the minimum
speed. I refer to this as The Hockey
Stick (as the shape of the graph looks
like a hockey stick with a long portion and then a bend for short distance). This change in slope of the
graph is the release of brakes where
the driver scrubs the last bits of speed
with steering input and wheel scrub
versus using the brakes. It’s one of
the hallmarks of the fastest drivers.
For the drivers who want to learn
more about reading data, there are
a host of great resources available.
The first I recommend is Chris
Brown’s book “Making Sense of

991 GT3 CUP

WWW.GIRODISC.COM
BELLINGHAM - WA
(360) 306-3263 - SALES@GIRODISC.COM
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RACE READY?

SOMETHING’S GOING ON HERE
DANIELLE BADLER IS A SYNDICATED COLUMNIST WHO CALLS THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION HOME

“Something’s going on here and
you don’t know what it is. Do you,
Mr. Jones.” As we round the corner
on a new year, I can hear the conversation, right in my head. Dylan is
playing gently in the background.
I’m listening to that bench-racing
pantheon in the sky. There’s Enzo
Ferrari, Lavazza in hand, almost
spilling the coffee on Colin Chapman, who’s sipping an Earl Gray as
Ferdinand Piech, a new member,
stands by, pulling on a Lowenbrau.
Enzo starts. “Did you see the
announcement in November that
Ferrari would join with Armani to
make clothes? Clothes!
“It seems that the long-range plan
of the suits that now run my company (My Company!) is to make 10
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percent of earnings from three new
lifestyle pillars: apparel, luxury services and entertainment.” He’s citing
an article in Autoweek.
Chapman’s next: “You may recall,
my good man, that, after you passed,
Ferrari built two theme parks in
Abu Dhabi and Barcelona, and two
museums in Italy. They plan to add
Formula One simulators at these
venues, along with a new restaurant
in Maranello. So what’s new?”
Colin goes on: “I’ll tell you what’s
new. Look what’s happening to
Lotus! Track-testing a 1,973-hp
electric car called the Evija. That’s
right. Here are the maxims I lived
by: Simplify, then add lightness and
Adding power makes you faster on the
straights. Subtracting weight makes

you faster everywhere. Now, according
to Autoweek, the Evija will weigh
around 3,700 lbs. That’s like three
Lotus Elites on top of each other.
Where did I go wrong?”
It’s Piech’s turn: “Look at the Fatherland! Mercedes is delaying introduction of the Mercedes-AMG One,
their F1-powered hypercar, from 2019
to 2021. Why? Because, apparently
it’s harder than it looks to tame their
propulsion system for the street. This
is nuts. I read in MotorAuthority the
following: “Because the tolerances of
the internals are so tight, an F1 engine
normally can’t be started until it’s
warmed to a temperature of about 175
degrees. It’s no surprise that the One’s
engine will only be rated to 50,000
kilometers, after which a rebuild will

*Pre race and event preparation
*Enclosed professional transportation
*Track side support and service
*Track car maintenance, builds,
Development and support
*Professional racing arrive and drive programs
in IMSA and SRO America World Challenge
*Proud dealer and installer: Forgeline, JRZ,
Porsche Motorsport, TPC, Bosch, Aim & Motec
*Porsche Approved Collision Center
*Bolt in roll bars & custom weld in roll cages

be necessary.” Imbeciles! And the worst
part is that we did this at Porsche with
the 918!”
The conversation continues, with
Dylan’s “Forever Young” now playing
on a turntable in the background (on
vinyl, of course). Piech, no shrinking
violet, goes on: “1,000 hp, 1,500 hp.
Big deal. We did it 40, 50 years ago
with the 917-30. I did it! Then we
adapted turbo-charging for the street.
And we invented Quattro. Now,
these things made sense. And money.
Where’s that electricity today?”
Carroll Shelby saunters in, Lone
Star in hand: “Exactly. I just want to
know one thing. How do you hotrod a sumbitch electric motor?”
Enzo leaps out of his chair, his
now-empty espresso cup crashing
on the floor. He’s apoplectic about
theme parks. “What are they? Why
do they exist? What have they got
to do with the Scuderia? You all do
know, don’t you, that I only made
road cars to fund our racing program. Now, I don’t even know how
to say theme park in Italian.”

Chapman, always the engineer,
calmly calls up his clipped, stiff upper
accent. “You know, I made race cars
that would be completely spent at
the end of the race. I wanted them
to fall apart just after they passed the
finish line. I wouldn’t personally dare
drive one. And my street cars weren’t
much better. But this... The Evija.
Some hedge-fund hedonist from
The City will wrap one around a tree
before he can clear the first corner.”
They all nod. Of course they
do. “But there’s still hope,” says
Piech. “Did you see? Roger Penske
has bought the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway, and the IndyCar Series.”
Enzo’s up on his feet again. “The
Captain. That is almost the rank of Il
Commendatore, yes?” They all nod,
again.
Colin speaks. “I thought he was
already up here with us.” Dan Gurney walks in, sipping a Coke. No,
no, he says, not yet.
Piech again. “I heard a rumor
from Niki Lauda, a recent arrival.
You may recall that Roger was also

nosing around the Mercedes Formula One team. Mein gott.”
Colin rolls his eyes. “I raced at
Indy, and I won. But nobody asked
me to buy the place.”
“Colin,” says Gurney, “Penske has
won Indy 18 times as a team-owner,
along with five IndyCar championships.”
“But can he walk on water? Can
he soar with the angels?” It’s Ayrton
Senna, from out of nowhere (he usually hangs with Niki and a younger
crowd). “You can be on top of the
world, idolized by millions. Billions. And, one mistake, one flaw,
one alignment of errors… and it’s all
over. Colin, just ask Jim Clark.”
They all nod, yet again. Colin is
exceptionally quiet. Then he rises
to leave. As he reaches the door, he
turns back and speaks, “I hope Roger
knows what’s going on, and where
he’s going. By the way, Happy New
Year to you all.”

2020 PCA CLUB RACING
NATIONAL SPONSORS
For direct access to sponsor website,
go to https://pcaclubracing.org/sponsors/

“Same to you, Colin,” they all
intone.

PCA
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PCA CLUB RACING 2020
CONTINGENCY PROGRAMS
BY RYAN CARIGNAN, CLUB RACING BUSINESS MANAGER

Here is an outline of the various contingency programs available to racers. Award specifics, guidelines,
forms, and the most current program information can be found at
https://pcaclubracing.org/contingency/





GTC 3‐7 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the
Enduro or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters
GTB 1‐3 – Tires awarded to class winners of two championship points races (Sprint 2 and the
Enduro or Sprint 3 if there is no Enduro) having two or more starters
Any open tire class running Pirelli Racing Slicks – Monetary discount to podium finishers



SP1, SP2, SP3, SP996, SP997, SPB, SPC, D, E, and 911 Cup Class – Discount for podium finishers



Utah Motorsports

Campus June 5, 6 & 7

JOIN US IN JUNE

FRI - Lapping sessions
(DE Rules)

FOR THE 2020
CLUB RACE &
HPDE!!!




SP1 Class and SPB Class – Toyo Bucks awarded to 1st thru 5th based on number of cars in class

2 FULL DAYS OF RACING!

SPB – “MCS Cash” for registered winners if 8 or more cars in class

The UT Motorsports Campus
is 3.5 miles long with 14 turns,
elevation changes and eight
straights. UMC includes a
paved paddock with amenities,
garages, covered trackside
facilities and is only 30 minutes
from downtown Salt Lake City.

SAT - Practice starts,
Sprint Race and HPDE
SUN - 2 Sprint Races and HPDE
Region, Event & Hotel Info.
http://www.IRPCA.org

Outer Loop Configuration

Registration Opens
April 20th 2020

http://register.pca.org
Race Chair - Bob Jones

rbj87911@gmail.com
801 718 1901
Photo by Eric Schramm

TOTAL TRACK TIME: 6 HOURS!
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Registrar - Devinder Singh

mdufford@mindspring.com
801 232 6507
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2019 HARD CHARGERS

OUTSTANDING DRIVER AWARD

BY DAVID ANDERSON, CHIEF OF NATIONAL TIMING & SCORING

OG Racing announces the OG Racing Outstanding
Driver Award that is proudly presented to those select
racers who raced respectfully and safely for a minimum
of nine incident-free races in 2019. It’s great to see many
familiar names from last year and new ones this year. OG
Racing Outstanding Driver Award recipients will receive
the following:
• 15% off your favorite racing brake pads from OG Racing for all of 2020! Discount is taken off of our retail prices
and include free UPS Ground shipping with you order.
• When you call to redeem your special pricing, make
sure to ask for your Custom Award Sticker and Suit Patches
recognizing your accomplishments. We can also provide
each eligible racer with a special Outstanding Driver code to
obtain your special pricing on online orders.

Name

Region

Class

Description

Start

Finish

Index

Race

DAYTONA — OCTOBER 25-27
Steven Gambla
Bela Sztanko
Dana Martin
Kenneth Greenberg
Charlie Craig
Jens Hantson
Randy Pobst
Tom Collingwood
Charlie Craig
Michael Schmitz
Collin Schmitz

NFL
CTV
NE
INT
CTV
SCH
PST
CW
CTV
MIL
MIL

SP3
SPB
SPB
GT3
GTD1C
GTD2C
GTD1C
GTD2C
GTD1C
GTB1
E

88 924S
99 Boxster
99 Boxster
96 911 993 RSR
16 GT4 Clubsport
19 GT4 Clubsport
16 GT4 Clubsport
19 GT4 Clubsport
16 GT4 Clubsport
11 Cayman
S 01 Boxster

26
29
32
31
34
13
14
17
22
27
17

17
19
22
26
29
5
6
9
14
19
12

9
10
10
5
5
8
8
8
8
8
5

Blue Sprint Race 1
Blue Sprint Race 2
Blue Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Red Sprint Race 2
Pink Enduro

Larry Wexler

FTR

GTB1

14 Cayman S

33

20

13

Yellow Enduro

MOTORSPORT RANCH — OCTOBER 19-20
Jeff Wiggins
Jeffrey Lent
Mark Gohlke
Michael Seningen
Jose Ayala

MAV
HCT
MAV
HCT
LST

SP1
SP1
GT4
SPB
SP1

83
86
72
99
84

944
944
914-6
Boxster
944

Jeffrey Lent

HCT

SP1

86 944

15
14
16
22
19

3
7
11
14
13

12
7
5
8
6

Red Sprint Race 1
Red Sprint Race 2
White Sprint Race 1
White Sprint Race 2
Combined Enduro

21

15

6

Combined Enduro

SONOMA RACEWAY — OCTOBER 26-27
Charles Wirken
AZ
GTD1
(note: Sunday had to be canceled due to wildfires in the vicinity)

38

29

9

Sprint Race 1

EVENT ADS
PAGE
16
57
21
68
74
32
74
53
21
33
77
53
71
57
71
72

EVENT
Buttonwillow
California Festival of Speed
COTA
Hastings
Heartland
Laguna Seca
Lime Rock
Mid-Ohio
Mosport
NOLA
Road Atlanta
Thunderhill
Utah Motorsports Campus
Watkins Glen
West Coast Series
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DATE
Mar 28-29
Apr 25-26
Feb 28-Mar 1
May 30-31
Apr 25-26
May 22-24
Apr 24-25
May 15-17
Jul 30-Aug 2
Mar 20-22
Apr 3-5
Apr 25-26
Jun 5-7
May 29-31
(see flyers)

Scrutineering at work

John Frank

Thomas Lee

Chip Reichhart

Walt Fricke

Steve Linz

Nicole Robichaud

Cory Friedman

Oliver Lucier

Rene Robichaud

Jack Genovese

Ryan Magrab

Harvey Robideau

Richard Glickel

Mike Mallais

Matthew Robinson

John Goetz

Sam Mammano

Angus Rogers

Rob Gordon

Andrew Marks

Jose Roque

We hope that the 2019 winners remain OG Racing
Outstanding Driver Award winners for many years to
come. This is our way of saying “Thank You” for actively
participating in PCA Club Racing and helping us in
“Making Racing Safer.” We hope to see even more names
on the list next year!
OG Racing has been a proud sponsor of PCA Club
Racing since 1998. Veteran owned, and with a PCA racer
on staff, they specialize in automotive performance driver
gear and are a master warehouse distributor for many of
the best brands in the safety equipment world like Sparco,
Alpinestars, OMP, Arai, Bell, HANS, Roux, Simpson,
Stilo, and many others. Their extensive inventory also
offers many performance products, such as Performance
Friction, Hawk, and other performance brake pads. They
also stock AIM Data and Video Systems, along with the
Apex Pro. With a fully stocked, 12,000 sq/ft warehouse
located just outside of Washington, DC, OG Racing is
proud to ship 98% of all orders the same day!

Bryan Greenup

Ron Marmol

James Rothenberger

Andrew Gucciardi

Daniel Martinson

David Safris

Alexandra Hainer

Colin Mazzola

Michael Schmitz

Matt Halcome

Keith Mcgovern

Michael Seningen

Jens Hantson

Hunt Mcmahon

Rafael Serralta

Dale Hartzell

Siggi Meissner

Jordan Simon

Michael Hemingway

Philip Mitchell

Mi Jee Song

Pat Heptig

Richard Mourey

Heath Spencer

Shannon Herford

Bob Mueller

Mike Spraggins

Dennis Hiffman

Jeffrey Muller

Alain Stad

Mark Hill

Robert Murillo

Joe Still

David Hodges

Tim Nagy

Scott Triou

John Houston

David Nelson

Doug Troutman

Dennis Howard

Ken Nielsen

Lawrence Trunk Jr

Trygve Isaacson

Walter Nilsen

Dale Tuety

Geoff Isringhausen

Paul Norwood

Billy Van Ginkel

Geoff Isringhausen Jr

Frank Osborn

Stephen Vasina

Ken Agena

Andrew Burke

Anton Dias Perera

Jarrad Jacobs

Sergio Pagliaruli

Marc Villeneuve

Hoyt Ammidon

Mitchell Butaud

Matt Distefano

Patrick James

Todd Pajonas

Will Waldron

Steven Anderson

Todd Butaud

Ed Dunne

Scott James

Marc Pensabene

Mark Weber

Brent Asplundh

John Cahalin

Jon Dunski

Adam Jaspers

Cyril Pernod

Tom Weber

Griff Asplundh

Dan Carusillo

Donald Ehinger

Keith Jezek

David Peterman

Mark Weining

Scott Asplundh

Ron Charles

Michael Embler

Randall Joe

Harold Petit Jr

John Westra

Jose Ayala

James Clemens

Steve Erickson

Claudio Kaempf

Kris Pippin

Mark Whyman

Eugen Basha

Evan Close

Mike Faems

Sudhir Kalra

Scott Plunkett

Michael Williams

Scott Belles

John Collier

Christopher Fahy

Matt Kehoe

Benjamin Pook

Grady Willingham

Charles Belluardo

Steve Coomes

Stuart Fain

Bruce Kingsley

Franklin Pray

Robbie Wilson

Hadley Bos-Fisher

Jeff Covert

Francois Faust

Harry Kintzi

Tim Pruitt

Erik Winberg

Charlie Boyer

Charlie Craig

David Felker

Ron Kirshner

Ray Ramirez

Jason Woz

Scott Bresnahan

David Dean

Mark Fenner

Jason Krikorian

Gene Raymondi

Ryan Yard

Anthony Brown

Damon Decastro

Darren Fenz

Tim Lambie

Claude Reed

Al Burke

Marc Dencker

Andrew Forrest

Lee Lasberg

Mark Reed
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Rotors, Hats &
Big Brake Kits
Street & track pads for your Porsche

Receive a FREE fleece lined helmet
bag with each helmet purchase!

It’s the most effective
heat prevention
system.
Full systems,
replacement
parts &
accessories
available
Cool-a-Clava
Helmet Cooling Insert

Harnesses, Nets,
Restraints

Sabelt GT3 Harness
FIA 8835 latest spec
All 2” webbing
Like us on Facebook to learn more about
product updates, sales and more.
Got questions about safety products?
We can help you choose the correct safety
equipment for your vehicle, needs and budget.
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Orders 866-505-2739
Tech 843-299-0997

Ask for your
PCA discount!
(available on
most items)
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NATIONAL SPONSOR

1982 Porsche 911 Class E Race Car

$95,000

Porsche 911 Euro SC 3.2-liter Class E Race Car Accumoto build interior, fully sorted
podium finisher Car $175,000.00 invested.
Call Randall Alexander 608-852-5616 rpa@torquecompanies.com
(20.2)

1976 911 GT4 racecar

1989 Tiger Star Model 610100A Truck

$10,000

A unique track support vehicle. Tiger Trucks are imported unassembled from China to
an assembly plant in Oklahoma. Purchased in 2012 in fairly poor condition, this truck
was completely gone through. Work done includes: new shocks and struts, re-engineered front suspension, new brake shoes and master cylinder, new interior, new
wheels and tires, lifted for better off road clearance, extensive body work and paint.
Designed originally to be used as a factory vehicle, the top speed is about 50 mph.
Motor is under the seats, which can be removed for access. Engine is a 4 cylinder, 4
stroke overhead cam design of about 1000cc and 40hp. The truck was built to be a
track support vehicle for a race car, but it is street legal, licensed in California. This
truck is in very excellent condition

1983 Porsche 911 Euro SC 3 liter Class E Race Car

619.992.9927 Skip Carter@pobox.com (20.1)

2012 Cayman R

$ 85,000

White, 3,850 miles, street legal race car (i class),118 hrs on engine (36 racing); PDK,
6-point cage with door-bars. JRZ remote gas shocks. GT3 front control arms; front
and rear adjustable sway bars, onboard fire suppression system; Schroth harness
(expires 2023); 10 X 19 BBS wheels with Hoosier race tires; class record at the Ridge
Arnie Smith
(206) 236-9005

Contact John or Jeff at Black Forest in San Diego, CA
$14,000 firm (car & trailer) $7,000 trailer only $8,000 car only
Service@BlackForestAutomotive.com 858.292.1192

1985 944 SP1 Club Racer (trailer optional)

Thursday Test
Test and
and Tune
Tune (non-PCA
(non-PCA event)
event)
Thursday

$9,000

Very strong, dependable track car. Fresh engine and tranny, Guard LSD, short 5th,
AMB, Longacre convex mirror, hood pins, Sparco steering wheel, Odyessy battery, Nomex shifter boot, fire system, Weltmeister frt sway bar, Tarett rear bar, steel front control
arms, 400# front springs, coil over, 30mm rear torsion bar, cool suit, roll cage, race
seats and harnesses, spare fuel jugs, stock muffler, 2 sets wheels/tires & other parts.
PCA log book. Open trailer (with winch) available for $2,000. San Diego
Skip Carter 619.992.9927 SkipCarter@pobox.com

Peachstate 225 Club Race and DE
April 3, 4, 5, 2020

Maintained by Black Forest. Perfect for DE, Time Trial or Club Racing. Full cage, fire
system, spare wheels, tires & parts; Cool Suit (both sides), 2 sets race seats, communication equipment camera (and all required PCA Club Racing gear), spare half shaft,
straight exhaust pipe and street legal muffler, Hans device, gloves, shoes, etc. This is still
a street legal car that can be driven to and from events. 30’ 10,000# Texas Trailer is
large enough to carry the car, tools and a small track support vehicle.
(19.4)

CLUB RACING NEWS

$122,500

REDUCED PRICE FOR SEBRING. Ready to race many seasons. Only 11.6 hours
on factory sealed PMNA engine & less hours on Bill Rader Transmission, Premier Fuel
System bladder. Three sets factory BBS wheels. Full MoTeC. Blipper. Cool Suit. Recaro
seat w/Schroth Enduro harness. Second Recaro with HANS support for DE. Center
wheel transport system. Spares. Quickfuel cans. $122.5k Offers invited Prepared by
Jerry Pellegrino at European Performance Engineering,
Contact Peter at: 617.266.9200 or Peter Bassett pjb@bristolproperty.com
(20.2)

Mercer Island
porsche914gt1@comcast.net (19.4)

1989 951 (944 Turbo S) SP3/F Stock race car & 30’ trailer
Sold together for $14,000 or separate
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$ 75,000

Fresh Engine and Transmission, Fuel Cell, 3 Sets of Wheels, Accumoto, Interior Fully
Sorted Podium finisher car.
Mileage: 99,000; Exterior color: white; Interior color: black
Oregon, WI Randy Alexander 608-852-5615 rpa@torquecompanies.com
(20.2)

2010 Porsche 3.8 GT3 Cup 997.2 GTC5
Contact Skip Carter for information

$ 65,000

1976 Porsche GT4 911 RSR (Wide Body) Race Car. This car has been expertly maintained by Eurosport (Bensenville, IL) and campaigned competitively in PCA club racing
since 2008 by the same owner. Eurosport has complete records of drivetrain, chassis
and operating systems on this car. The car has been thoroughly nut & bolt checked
and fluids changed in preparation for the 2019 racing season.
Call Randall Alexander 608-852-5615 rpa@torquecompanies.com
(20.2)

Register: ClubRegistration.net (http://register.pca.org)
Registration Opens: Monday, February 17, 9:00 pm (CT)
More Info: http://peachstatepca.org/mail/group/5

(19.4)
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From race track
to series production.
A race car. With a mid-engine. The Porsche 718 Cayman GT4 Clubsport.
Climb in. Buckle up. Drive off.

Perfectly Addicting.

Porsche Motorsport North America
19800 South Main Street
Carson, CA 90745, USA
info@porschemotorsport.com
porsche.com/PMNA

© 2020 Porsche Motorsports North America, Inc. 718 Cayman GT4 Clubsport (“Competition”) model shown. The base vehicle is not homologated.
Customers can order an optional package that provides homologation in accordance with IMSA and SRO GT4 regulations from Porsche Motorsport North America.

